Hi-Vision full face helmet

Icom radios and accessories
(phone for competitive prices)

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to :

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped , self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc . Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is appli cable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
Quarter page
$40
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Ans. Machine 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FA I) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Ph/Fx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 65741 9
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.

Vice-president: Andrew Humphries,
42 Cunningham Tce, Daglish WA
6008,093816053,09388240 1 Fx,
018917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
8 1, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792
H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 32 12, 019 404299, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289,0495702 16 H, 049 499199
W, 049 499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078 142113 H, 018 662328 W,
078142154 Fx
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
068514148 H, 068 521455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl , U2I47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 3741, 015 854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 29 1 Laurieton
NSW 2443,018 18I071
PHG Registration : Nevi lle Hoger,
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
94 1031 phlfxltam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9 189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9 18009 1
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COVER PHOTO
Tony Knight flying near Scoul in Switzerland
CREDITS
Cartoon
Adam Hunt, Jules Makk, John Heffernan
Marie Jeffery
Typing & Layout
Printer
Quality Plus, Ballina

ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603; Pres.
Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
2814556 H, 018 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
2917978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 2813746 H, 06 2684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019
6 17935,070341451 phlfx; SeclTrs:
Ron Huxhagen 079552913,079
555133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx:
474 1202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09

4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH, 052 272523 BH ; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052438245 AH, 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005.
Sec. James Freeman: 002 253952 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2 11711 5
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Secffreas Ron
Huxhagen 079
552913, 079 555122
Fx

Clubs
Queensiond
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437236
Gladstone HG Club
4 Cairncross St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell

079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Cool urn
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
Secffreas. Cath y
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392

I Cap

I Leather Key Ring - metal with full
colour enamel logo

9.00
6.95

I Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
I Car stickers
2.00
I Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices
add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounls
I Please
available for bulk purchases. Cheque. money
I order, bankcard. visa and mastercard acceptI ed. phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
from those shown. Terms: payment with
I varyorder.
Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
I
I HGFA Schedule of Fees
I Membership Fees
112 months (FULL) Membership
$125
I (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$15
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
I Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
I renewal fee
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)

$20

$150
$150 pa,
Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150
I Passenger Carrying Endorsements:

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson

065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club

Initial issue (12 mths)
$150 pa
(3 mths)
$40 qtr
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
Endorsement annual renewal fee
$250
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 *
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
Licence, manuals, etc) #
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
manuals , etc) ##
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (IPPI) Non$10
competition flying overseas
Competitions Manual
$10
$nil
Tow Guidelines
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
$15
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval ).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
## Includes all updated material from Level I.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals .

L _____________________________
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Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Craig Docherty
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas . Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthIManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
062886311
Sec. Robert Burns
062581181
Meet 1st Tues ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H

Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244, 018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Rachel Bain
03 98889454 H
03 98983742 W
Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
03 92822448 W
1st Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel, 226
Nicholson St,
Abbotsford
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin GingellKent
Sec. Craig Martinson
035928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres . Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas . Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet I st Wed ,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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hristmas is upon us again; didn't that
come around quickly?!! Life does
get quite frantic at this time of the
year with parties, holidays and, of course,
the competitions!

C

The positive side of Christmas is definitely the spirit of the season. It seems people remember the reason for Christmas and
are generally more amicable in their dealings with others. It is a very good time of the
year to show your appreciation towards
landowners for using their properties for our
takeoff and landing sites. It's been said
before but we should always treat their land
in the same manner that we would ex pect
someone conduct themselves in our back
yard! There are many ways to say thanks to
landowners whether it be by taking them
for a fly, giving them an aerial photo of
their property, a Christmas hamper or even
a good bottle of wine.

It's also that time of year to look back
on our achievements over the past twelve
months. Was our flying all that we had
planned or hoped for? Now I know the
answer is probably, no, I didn't get enough
flying in, which is my answer! But seriously,
it is a good time to assess our skills level
and decide if there is need for refinement in
certain areas. The thermals are popping and
the breezes blowing - time to get in some
airtime and practice!
From the magazine side, I especially
want to thank all the members who have
contributed throughout the year with articles
and photos, and also your support via letters
and phone calls. There are times when I
really appreciate the personal contact with
pilots all over the country. The high standard
of articles received is wonderful. Keep up
the good work! The magazine is the product
of your efforts!

The festive season is also a time for
many foreign visitors to arrive in Australia
to escape the northern winter and fly our
sites . Step forward and lend a hand, offer
good advice and make them feel welcome.
You will make new flying friends and our
visitors are left with a much better opinion
of us and our country. It is also more than
possible that the kindness will be repaid
when you visit their country.

To all of you, best wishes for a very
Merry Christmas and a wonderful New Year
from Greg and myself.
Safe flying during the holidays.

Marie Jeffery

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hrs North Ea;t of Melboumc

AU Year Round Teaching
N othln~ But thr 8e!itl

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRI<a1T POWERED HANG GLIDING
TM Only Piller to LHm

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave. Bright. Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555

Enterprise Wings
Final Industry Ne\IVs
t is with great regret this month that we have to announce, after ten years, the closure of Enterprise Wings. A number of
factors have influenced our decision and it is one that we have not taken without a great deal of thought. These include the
continued dominance of Moyes Delta Gliders in our home market place, significantly increased certification costs and the
severe weather which badly affected our northern hemisphere sales this last season .

I

As a smaller, although influential, company it has become increasingly difficult since the last recession to maintain our market share and in particular to finance our customers ever increasing need for the latest possible equipment at the lowest possible price. With this in mind we approached several possible equity partners hoping to be able to use this capital to raise the
profile of the company and in particular to compete more effectively with our new glider range.
Unfortunately it was not possible to find a suitable arrangement in what is undoubtedly both a very volatile and extremely
competitive world market. That has forced us now to the decision to close. We wish to thank all our customers for their support
over the years and would hope that our decision would be seen for what it is. An economic necessity forced upon us against
our best efforts.
We will be speaking to both our fellow companies here in Australia and would hope to be able to set up a spares distribution
for our gliders with them. They will no doubt inform you once this has taken place.
Regards and goodbye
from the Enterprise Team

December 1995
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Dear Marie,
On behalf of the Dalwallinu Hang
Gliding Club I would like to thank Ian
Jarman and Craig Worth for their time and
efforts spent helping our club implement the
new coaching initiatives and the strategic
planning sessions for committee members
and volunteers .
The feedback from the members has
been very positive and I feel sure the new
programs will prove effective in providing a
better service for our members.

Gary Bennet
President Dalwallin.u Hang Gliding Club,
Western Australia

Dear Marie
About our name change. I am a 35-yearold paraglider pilot in my third year of flying. During those three years I have had the
pleasure of associating with a great bunch of
people, paraglider pilots and hang glider
pilots alike. I have heard from older hang
glider pilots something of the history of hang
gliding and stories about the individuals who
pioneered the sport in Australia. I think that
we should be building on the history of the
sport, not disowning it, and for this reason I
think that the words 'Hang Gliding' should
not be taken away from the name.
I feel that in our great efforts to be all
encompassing, and possibly politically cor-

Rohan re-assures the pilot that towing really IS safe

rect, we have come up with names that few
can identify with . When I go down to the
coast for the weekend it's not to flex-wing, or
foot launch, or even sky-sail. It's to
paraglide. When you think about it, how
many different types of flying machines do
our members use? As far as I can see there
are only 2: hang gliders, including the powered variety, and paragliders, that also
include the powered variety. The 2 contraptions are vastly different and each is easily
identifiable. I guess it is for this reason that
the current logo has a picture of a hang glider
and a paraglider.
A name is an identity and the only reason
for changing the name is to improve our
identity, otherwise the change is pointless. I
think that the name 'Hang Gliding and
Paragliding Association (or Federation) of
Australia' is a name that builds on the
strength of the current name but will be a
name that all members can identify with. I
suggest we retain the current logo with this
wording.

David Collins
Capricorn Skyriders

Dear Ed
Having
recently completed a towing
endorsement
course
with
Rowan
and
Shane
from
Dynamic Flight
I thought that it
would
be
appropriate to
thank
these
guys for providing a thorough ,
in formati ve,
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safe and fun introduction to this form of getting airborne.
After spending the morning at the
Birchip Hotel going through some theory and
having some questions answered we headed
30 km north to the tow paddock. The first
tow was by hand allowing us to get the feel
of the pull on the harness and glider as well
as building our confidence in readiness for
the real thing. I "maxed out" at 40' before I
was told to pull the bar in and come down.
When the time came for the vehicle tow I
couldn't believe the ease in which each of us
left the ground and rocketed into the air. The
only real problem I encountered was massive
overcorrection at around 500' when a few
bumps were felt which caused the glider to
yaw excessively, to say the least. My wife,
who was video taping the event, was so horrified that she had to switch off the video and
turn the other way. I think that it was worse
for her than for me as by simply pulling the
release I was flying in a more familiar manner, landed and was ready to try again. With
each tow we all relaxed more and learnt to
trust the tow rope to keep us on track, as
Rowan kept assuring us it would do. Even in
gusty and drizzly conditions nobody had too
many difficulties getting into the air,
although I was paranoid about flying with
wet leading edges.
The following day was cancelled due to
there being a near record dump of rain in the
whole state of Victoria. We met again two
weeks later and finished the course, towing
in light conditions . Despite a few weak link
and rope breaks, towing proved to be a safe
and efficient way to take to the skies if the
criteria is followed closely. I think the most
dangerous part for me was not getting airborne but landing in light conditions. Some
others had a few problems too didn't they
Ian! So for any novice to advanced pilots
wishing to leam more about towing and

SKYSAlLOR

Special Notice
North-east Victoria
Hang Gliding Club
Sites
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A charge for use of
........
North-east Vic club sites has been
imposed for the running of
competitions and for organsied
group visits.
A $5 per person site support fee is
payable by the competition and
Tour group organsiers and this fee
is payable onn the first day of use .
Thank you.
Geoff White, President, NEVHG Club

experience it the safe way I would recommend a course of thi s type. Thanks again to
Rohan for your help and advice (eve n though
we hate you for having the last tow for the
day and nearing cloudbase at 4500 ' ) and to
Shane for driving the tow car all day and still
having a smile on his face .
All the best,

Mike Duffield and the team

Dear Marie
I am not a guy who is normally moved
by articles that I have read, let alone compelled to publicly reply to one. That is until I
had read " 100 Miles Before Breakfast".
It's adventures like this , (and make no
bones about it, this was an adventure in every
sense of the word) that tug at those tiny
places in ou r heart and soul that make us sit
up and really look at thi s sport for what it is a damn good reason for living.
Right now I can feel the steady, constant
lift from the advancing wave in the cool,
tropical morning ai r. I can see the great white
boiling expanse from horizon to horizon and
the brilliance of the early morning sun rise . I
can see the ground shrin ki ng below and
behind and being engulfed by the rapidly
advancing cloud shadow. Stronger still , I can
feel the rising tide of envy along with the
' Man - I should have been there!' Hell , I
even rode those ten minutes of what must
have felt like decades-of-adrenalin-pumpingdecent as Alaric was engulfed by the rotating
wave cloud. AI can add that one to story time
with the grandchildren!!!

dream about and make feeble excuses as why
we didn ' t do it ourselves.

Phillip Southgate, HGFA 16643

Dear Marie
I have to write to tell you how truly
inspired I was by the article in November
issue titled " I 00 Miles Before Breakfast". I
would even go so far as to say that I don ' t
think anything like it ha s been see n in the
sport of hang gliding si nce Bill and Steve
flew Kilimanjaro . A truly exciting adventure
and a real first.
I did not even know that the phenomenon
of the "Morning Glory" existed , let alone
that it had never been soared by a hang glider.
There was no mention that a proper filming job had been made of the expedition
which is a shame because it would have
made a fascinating documentary.
M y congratulations to all 5 pilots
invo lved . I' m sure there will be expeditions
heading up there each October now. In fact ,
if anybody is thinking of organising one for
next year, please give me a ring.

David Middletoll, Lower Blue Mountains
HG Club Inc

Dear Editor
T here is a lot of talk about profile drag as
being the rea son hang gliders are more efli cient now, compared to earlier gliders . I feel
this is not technically correct.
Gliders are smaller now and as a consequen ce have a higher wing loading and batten cambers have been changed to suit, thereby reducing boundary layer drag and producing the same lift at a higher speed . Profi le
drag has actual ly increased because to measure profi Ie drag , you need a constant to
mea sure it against, and in sail planes it is the
fu selage, so any reduction in profile drag is
done without changing the wing loading. On
a hang glider, the onl y constant is the pilot.
Any decrease in wing area is actually an
increase in profile drag when related to the
profile of the pilot because the pilot is actual ly now larger in relation to the wing.

Special Notice

To al/ pilots flying
Sunshine Coast
Club Sites
For all pilots flying Rainbow
Beach , there is to be no landing
in the bathing area . This will only
be tolerated in an extreme emergency. Any pilots not obeying this
direction, will be dealt with swiftly
by the local authorities at
Rainbow and the Sunshine
Coast Hang Gliding Club.
Also until further notice , there is
to be no flying from Teewah
Beach. The ramp at Teewah has
been dismantled. A new ramp
should be in place early in the
New Year. No launching by hang
gliders or paragliders is to be
done from the high dunes on
Teewah Beach. This is a National
Parks and Wildlife direction, so
for the future preservation of this
site, please adhere to this ruling.

I say thi s because a pi lot flying a larger
glider wi th (ballast) the same wing loading
will in fact have a smaller profile. Reducing
the wing area of a glider is not reducing profile drag . Only by reducing the fuselage or
the pilot's non-lifting body profile is
there a real reduction .
Thank yo u.

CP Skeales iii

Marie, this was an extraordinary artic le
about some great blokes who can, and
should, truly say they have added something
special to this sport. I only wish I possessed
the reaL pioneer spirit in my veins to active ly
seek such unique experiences.
To Alaric, Billo , Bolto, PK and C-Mac .
Thanks and congratulations for doing something that the rest of us w ill continue to just

December 1995
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Information and regi stration evening December 27th Bogong Hotel
8pm. Meeting each morning at 10 am to decide on the day 's fl ying
and to organise cars.
Several of the sites are intermediate rating, or novice with advanced
rating supervision. Gundowring launch which is a 1500' novice site
may also be used .
Novice and intermediate pilots need to bring along their log books .
All pilots must have inland footlaunch experience.
Dai ly prizes for good launches, good flights, good landings , good
sporting deeds. Prize for best substantial flight of the week (photos
required). Club and Team prizes as well.

1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Has been extended to the end of 1995 to give both visiting and local
pilots a better chance of achieving their best flights at Stanwell Park.

Take the Challellge and complete your best out and return flight, or
try for open distance along the IIIawarra Escarpment. Prizes include
the Challenge Cup in Open Division, and prizes lor novice and intermediate pilots as well.
$5 entry fee to cover printing and other costs, $5 entry fee to Sydney
Paragliding Club members or $20 for others. Includes complimentary
club membership, map entry kit and documentation .

Peter Bowyer, President Sydlley Paragliding C/llb

NSW State League
February 24-25: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am
March 16-17: Meet at Manila at 9.30 am
Entry fee for the entire 10 rounds will be $50 which will cover lilm
processing and local map . Surplus funds will go to prize money.
For further detail s, contact Steve Gilmour (Moyes 02 3875622), Mark
Newland (Enterprise 042 942052) and Rick Duncan (AirBorne 049
499199).

1995 Rainbow Beach Comlletition
Dates: 27-29 December
This annual competition caters for all levels of competition but places
particular emphasis on introducing novice pilots to the joys of competition. Contact Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or Cathy Edmunds 074
463421

Definitely not the Bogong Cup
Same time, Same place
But
The Kiewa Valley Flyin
28 December to 3 January 1996, inclusive. All footlaunched
flexwings welcome. (Come on a few of you paraglider pilots!)

Activities organised if inclement weather; walking, skiiing, mountain
biking etc. Evening activities to include restaurants, go-kart comp,
volleyball comp, etc .

Ell try fee : $15. Maximum of 40 pilots.
Selld to: Kiewa Valley Flyin, 18 Tawonga Cres, Mt Beauty 3699.
Enquiries Jeanette McLaren or Dermot Meaney 057 544910 or 015
004594.

1996 Hay Australian Nationals
28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 inclusive
Registration and practice 27 December.
Entry fee $165 after 30 November 1995 . Note: prizes will be awarded to AA, A, Band C gl'ades as per Jerry Gerus' letter, April
Skysailor.
Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. It is the
pilots' responsibilit y to organi se themselves into a team . The maximum capacity of the tow paddock is 42 teams. Open to all pilots with
tow endorsements and Australian Federation membership. Camera
essential (data back optional). GPS will be permitted . Entry fee
includes information booklet , first film and developing and prese ntation party.
Registration and enquiries to : "1996 Hay Natiollals ", Western
Victorian Hang Gliding Club (Secretary), Meg Bailey, RMB 236B,
Trawal la 3373. Please include your address, phone no ., glider no . (if
still on from other comps) and other team members .
For further information phone/fax 053 492845.

1996 Bogong Cup
Australia 's premier alpine hang gliding event
6-U January 1996 inclusive (Registration day Friday 5 January )
The competition will be offered in the following grades: Open/A
grade, AA grade (open to pilots ranked 21-50 on the National ladder,
with quality prizes to match !), B grade, C grade
Note: due to large Worn ens Worlds contingent expected this year,
we anticipate a record demand for places. Book now to avoid disappointment! !

Entry fee: $160
Send entry fee (cheque/bank cheque/money order payab le to
Bogong Cup) together with name, postal address , contact phone
no . and existing glider 10 number (if any) to : Bogong Cup
Regi strations C/- PO Box 308 Bright Vic 3741.
Competition enquiries: Heather Stricek , phone 057 551503
(before 10 pm !!).
Accommodation enquiries : Mt Beauty Accommodation and
Information Centre phone 057541267

1996 Corryong CUI)
The Corryong Cup is on aga in and will be run by the IIl awa rra
Hang Gliding club for the 5th consecutive year.

Dates: Wedllesday 1 7 - SlIlIday 21 Jallllary 1996 (wi lli 17111 beillg
ajly-ill/IIII day)
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Venue: Corryong, Victoria, using Mt Elliot and Mt Mittamatite sites
Maximum entries: strictly 50 pi lots
Entry fee: $45 which includes meal at presentation night and BBQ
during competition and numerous prizes. Entry fee to be paid prior to
7 days after confi rmation of entry to ensure position.
Requirements: Intermediate rating minimum with logged inland experience, camera , altimeter, UHF radio, recently packed parachute and
maps as required.
Headquarters for the competi ti on wi ll be the Courthouse Hotel and
there is a variety of caravan parks a nd camping grou nd s in the area,
the most popular being the Mt Mittamatite Ca rava n Park.
Fo r enquiries and confirmation of positions telephone Glenn or Sue
Connor (at a reasonable time), on 042 943701 or 015247394.
Send competiti on fees to 13A Georges Road, Otford NSW 2508.

1995 Womens Hang Gliding Open
Dates: 17 - 22 January 1996
In the tradition of previous Australian Womens Opens, pilots wi ll gain
competi ti on experience in a friendly, learning atm osphere.

Vel/ue: Mt Buffalo area (Headquarte rs wi ll be in Bright)
Pilot requirements: Intermediate rating with inland launch experience.
Euqipment: radio, camera, parachute
Categories: A , B, C grades with trophies and day prizes
Registration: Sue Phillips, PO Box 710, Mt Omma ney Qld 4074 or
email tim @eis.net.au
Cost $40

ZV-~TI~l'.T~L

HANG GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1996
The HGFA Competitions Committee are seeking application from Clubs or State Associations interested in
hosting next season 's National Hang Gliding
Championships.
As the Pre-World Championships will be held in the
Flatlands during January 1996, it may be necessary to
hold the Nationals at a time other than the traditional
mid-summer period.
This is the perfect opportunity for clubs or associations
to host the Nationals at their home site/s and at a time
to best suit their soaring season.
Please contact Mark Newland, Competition Committee
Convenor (042) 674499 or Ian Jarman at the HGFA
Office (069) 472888 for further information.

Entry requirements: UHF radio, recently re-packed reserve , data back
camera, tow endorsement, HGFA membership , GPS permitted.
Entry fee $120 if received before January 10 and $ 150 thereafter.
Information on all aspects of the Hay area and the comp will be forwarded to you upon receipt of your entry fee .

International pilots welcome .

1995 Womens Paragliding Open
Venue & dales: As for Womens Hang Gliding Open
It has been suggested by a few women that they wou ld like to participate in a Womens Paragliding Open , however we need further expressions of interest so that the viability of such a competition can be
determined . If you would like to participate either as an organiser or
competitor please ring Kaylee Mackenzie on 057 501059 .

The Forbes Flatlands Pre-Pre-Worlds 1996
16-23 January 1996
The best trophies; the best competition; the best organisation; the best
flying; the best weather; the best T-shirts ; the best goal officials; the
best scorer; YOU 'D best be there!
Accommodation (all are sponsors of the competition)
Lake Forbes Motel 068 522922
Vandenberg Hotel 068 522015
Victoria Hotel 068 521269
Albion Hotel 068 511881
Forbes Apex Caravan Park 068 521929
Lachlan View Caravan Park 068521055

January 26 will be ofTicial registration, practice day and opening ceremony with the first day of competition being Saturday 27 .
Registrations can be sent to: Peter Champ ion , 45 Third Avenue,
Willoughby NSW 2068 or phone Peter Champion on 02 9583227 for
more information .
Organise your team now and get ready to fly high and far.

1996 Australian Nationals & ·Pre
Paraglidin g World Cup
Venue: Bright
Dates: 28 February - 6 March 1996, 26 & 27 Feb practice days , 7
March lay day & presentation
Cost: $220. Does not include transport or retrieve
Sanction: HGFA AAA ; CIYL Category 2
Scoring: HGFAIPWC. All competitors will be scored on both system s
Capacity: 80 pilots

Registration: 15 January 1996 at Vandenberg Hotel. Free films
throughout the competition (excluding back-up films). Maps
available for sale including marked turnpoints and goals .
Entry requirements: Data back camera , tow endorsement, minimum 4 paid entries to reserve strip
Entries: ' Flatties' , PO Box 950 Nerang Qld 4211. $220 up to
14/ 11 /95 thereafter $250
Ellquiries: Richard & Sue Nevins 07 55963600;
StaverlLinda Riggs 0755453391 (up to 28/10/95)

Dave

Paragliding Flatlands, Hay
Friday 26 January - Sunday 4 February 1996
Location: Croidon Tow Paddock , Hay NSW.

December 1995
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Officials: Heather Stricek, Meet Director,
Brian Webb Organisation
Note: Closing date for registration 14
January 1996.
Infomlation pack & Registration: Australian
Nationals / Pre PWC, PO Box 3, Bright Vic
3741. Tel: 057 551753 , fax 057 501153 ,
email 100352.530@compuserve.com

WA State Championships,
Wongan Hills
End February/early March
Open to all pilots with cash prizes. For further information call Sam Blight 09 3363738
BH and 09 3397991 AH.

1996 NSW Paragliding Open
Manilla NW NSW
9-16 March 1996
First prize: GPS Garmin 45 ($800)
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000 flying
boots ($350)
Third prize: EZY-EYES sunglasses ($80)

Tony Sandebergjlying Timbis Beach. Bali - photo Sharoll Salldeberg

Other prizes incl. $1000 discount off any ADVANCE glider (transferable) for the best intermediate pilot. SKYWATCH windmeter, EZYEYES sunglasses and T-shirts.

Category: National Ladder 'A' grade
Maximum entries: 75
Entry fee: $100 ($125 for late entries after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO to
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753 . Entry fee
includes posted info . pack, all films/ processing and limited up hill
transport.
Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera , UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap 'Manilla ' SH 56-9 is recommended.
Novice wind techs. are most welcome.
For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax
045721542 .

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996
Open, B grade, Womens and possibly Masters .
Entry fee $120 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of$15
after 25 February 1996.
Limited to 60 pilots maximum . Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio, repacked parachute & data back camera required. In

association, the 'Airborne Interclub Challenge ' trophy will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.
Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill Olive,
42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049 213804 wk.

Canberra Paragliding Festival
29th-31 st March 1996
A paragliding Festival to end the competition season! I
Novice to Advanced pilots and friends welcome. Heaps of great
prizes and giveaways. Free billeted accommodation for those who
book early. Price includes food and parties for the whole weekend .
Organised events in case of bad weather.

Dilly fifty dollars for a weekelld offUll alld elltertaillmellt.
Proudly supported by Canberra Milk , The Southern Cross Club.
For more information call Isobel on 015 625694 .

4th Annual Flatter than the Flatlands Easter Towing
Competition (incorporating the Vic-SA Challenge)
Where: Birchip, Victoria
When: Easter 1996 (5-8 April)
Why: To make sure that good triumphs over evil ie to beat the South
Australians
How much: $50 per person
Entries accpeted from teams only
Cameras are not required though may be used as ballast
GPS permitted
.
Entry fee includes map
Pilots must have a tow endorsement, parachute, altimeter and
radio
Cheques payable to "Flatter Than The Flatlands"
Entry is limited so enter EARLY.
Entries to: Warwick Duncan, Flatter Than the Flatlands, 5/ 121
Northumberland Rd , Pascoe Vale VIC 3044; enquiries 03
93068085 .

Overseas Competitions
Nepal 50th Bia1hday Anniversary
Hang gliding event
20th-29th December 1995
Sports Development Nepal is offering transportation , accommodation and meals during the program for 20-29 December 1995.
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For further infonnation contact Nirmal Shrestha tel: 01 419946 , fax
01415222.

World Hang Gliding Series
8- 14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees , Spain . Organiser: Salvador
Mogas, Barcelona 23; tel +34 3210 7752 , fax +34 3568 2903

New Zealand Paragliding Nationals Queenstown

/6-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas , Granada;
tel +34 58488560, fax +34 58488726

6 - 13 January 1996
Entry fee: $180 includes comp transport, film s, maps, party & heli
lift.
Contact: Simon Nighy 03 4425854 , PO Box 824 Queenstown

23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham , Avila ,
tel/fax : +34 20 36222215
Discussion are in progress for further WHGS to be held in France,
Italy, Turkey and USA .

XV International Flight Meeting
Montegralllla, Italy

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996

Hang gliding, paragliding and ultralight competitions to award the
European Cup for Nations and the Trade Mark prize for international
Flight Exhibitions.
Dale: 4-8 April 1996

For further information contact Stefano Salvatore, Via Marostegana,
62-35016 Piazzola SIB Padova (ltaJia), phone 049 5591198.

Norfolk Island Air Show

Caracas, Venezuela
17-25 February. III Abierto Internacional de Parapente, tel: ++58292
5022/91 6049, fax ++582 913035/6623580
Fel1re, Italy
27 A pri I - I May. Para e Delta CI ub F el tre, tel & fax ++39 439 81770
Gresivaudan (Grenoble) France
7-12 May, sylvian Tyroche , fax ++33 7608 3399
Zillerta~

22-23 Apri/1996
Norfolk 's first airshow is part of a week of activities and entertainment to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF. All types of
aircraft are welcome and some transportation is available. (See
October issue for full details)
Contact Air Show Director Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or fax 06
2880830.

Austria
25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel ++43 52822281 , fax ++43 5282
228180
Grindelwald, Switzerland
3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum , tel ++ 413653 1212, fax
++41 3653 3088
Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58488560, fax ++34
58488726
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - I Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281 , fax ++33 5054
5295

*

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS & MICROLIGHTS
Chilled out down south?
Proprietor Stan Roy
26 years as
•
• •
I
Hang Gliding Instructor
Come have a flYing holiday With us
Senior PHG Instructor
on Queensland's beautiful Sunshine
Ph: 074459185 or 018 986796
Coast, 7 hour north of Brisbane
* Hang gliding : Novice & extension courses
* Fast-traCking novice - intermediate airtime
* Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
* Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
* Foot launCh, dolly launch ~nd car tow. Also platform launch .
*

*
•
•
•
•

Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers : Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take offs that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL or Quantum
Hangared trikes and briefing room at Cooloola
Sports Airport
Camping, cabins, motels, 24 hour food
Sales: Pegasus and Quantum
Very reasonable rates
Accessories and parts: pods, trike covers, soft
sides , map holders, windsocks, bar mitts .
Assistance for 95.10 builders.

December 1995
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erry Christmas to all and many
Happy Landings for the New
Year. I guess you are all in
training for the Competitions (the
social aspects anyway). The season's weather to date has been
pretty average, so we can no
doubt look to a good summer 's
soari ng - a total reversal of the
past two years where the spring
weather has been good and the
summer ordinary - ever optimistic.

M

The new Towing Procedures Manual is
now available from the HGFA office
($10 per copy) - it contains recommended procedures for all forms of
towing.

Microlight Pilot Survey
Thanks to all microlight
pilots for returning the recent
Survey
Questionnaire,
the
response has been very good, with
more than a third of pilots replying so
far.

HGFAManual
By now you should have all received your new
Operations Manual (Fifth Edition - issued July 1995). If you have
not received the new Manual , please contact Margaret in the HGFA
Office to arrange to have yours sent out.

I have just began compiling response s - a
full breakdown of the results wi II be published later.
Preliminary observations indicate that misunderstanding exists in
some areas, these are mainly in regard to turning back and safe climb
aspects.

This Manual replaces both the Fourth Editio n Operations Manual
and the Powered Hang Gliding Operations Manual - please discard
those Manuals, they no longer apply.

The Gpeat Flight Nopth 1V Documentapy
Now available on video
for
some of Australi
C
. ~

An intrepid band of thirty aviators~·qtldrtheir crew
Battling the best that mother nature coul~ offer, oUJ
ed their weight shift microlights from Sydn~ the Daintree
Stopping along the way to meet the kids who inspi-red their ard

. Cost: $49 plus $5 postag~and handling
."

.

Post orders to: Mark Walker
L.C.A. Productions
327 North Rocks Road, NORTH ROCKS NSW 2151

I

-----------------------,

I Name: .......... ... ..... .. .. ......... .. .. ........ ........ .. ...... ....... ... ... ........ ... ..
I Address: .......... ..... ......... ... ...... ... ... ...... ........................... ....... ...

I

I ....................... ....... .... ........... State: .......... .... ... ... ........... ...... .. .

I

IPostcode : ..... ... .................... Phone No.: .............................. .
I No. of copies: ..... ... ...... .. .... . Total cost: .. .. .. ......... ... .. ..... .. ..... .

I
I Please make cheques or money orders payable to:
I

L.c.A. Productions, 327 North Rocks Road,

I _______________________
North Rocks NSW 2151
L.
...&..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......
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Turning Back

Conditions:

Firstly, turning back following an engine out during climb out.
Some pilots indicated that they would turn back at a height as little as
one hundred feet. This totally inappropriate - the minimum recommended height to safely turn back is five hundred feet. At a height
less than five hundred an emergency landing should be made straight
ahead, with a turn not more than 45° off heading being the maximum
recommended.

Location:

Climb Speeds
Secondly, minimum climb speeds.
Many pilots are unaware of the need to climb at a safe minimum
climb speed. This speed is provided in the Aircraft Manual. As an
example, for the Airborne Edge the minimum safe climb speed is 50
knots (with a fully laden aircraft). Thi s may appear to be on the conservative side, however if a pilot develops a habit of climbing at this
speed, factors such as turbulence or damp wing will still allow a safe
climb.
The need for safe climb speeds to be maintained is supported by
several recent accidents.

Refuelling Aircraft
Whil st redrafting the Ops Manual I noticed the following requirement - of which I suspect many pilots are unaware. Section 6.3. I (m)
states:
NO SMOKING or NAKED FLAMES are permitted within 15
metres of any aircraft or aircraft refuelling point.
Adequate fire fighting equipment should be on hand during all
refuelling Operations.
Do you have a fire extinguisher available when refuelling?

Duty Pilot

Light and variable,
moderate turbulence
inland airstrip

Description:
Following take-off, the aircraft apparently stalled
at around 70' AGL, the left wing dropped and the microlight began to
spiral toward the ground. At around 20' AGL partial control was
regained, though the pilot was unable to prevent the aircraft impacting
the ground adjacent the runway.
Comments: The wing of the microlight was damp prior to launch and
the aircraft was fully laden. These two factors coupled with the pilot
climbing at a speed below the minimum recommended climb speed of
the aircraft are suspected to have caused this accident.

No2
Description: Two paragliders were flying an inland site. One pilot
was doing slow flat'S' turns to stay in a light thermal, not looking out
for the other glider, believing it was well above. The higher glider lost
height quickly and appeared in front of the turning glider, too close to
take evasive motion. About one metre of each canopy collided head
on, with the leading edges scraping past each other. Both canopies
kept flying, no stalls or tucks!!
Comments: Again the need to clear all turns is highlighted.
Maintaining adequate clearance is critical. What is 'adequate clearance' will depend on many factors, including: the amount of experience of the pilots; the performance and speed of the aircraft; the flying conditions on the day (lift/sink, turbulence, etc.); and the number
of pilots in the air (the last three mid-airs I
have had reported have occurred with only
two pilots in the air - it only takes two!). Be
cautious!
Fly safely,
Craig Worth Ii!

I have been asked to clarify the supervi sion requirement for
Restricted Pilot Certificate holders.
The Operations Manual restricts novice pilots to sites 'Where
operations are directly supervised by a Duty Pilot or Safety
Officer ' .
In Section 5.4.3 the Manual specifies that in the event of a
Safety Officer not being present to act as Duty Pilot, 'those pilots
present should elect a Duty Pilot'.
Where there are Restricted Certificated pilots operating, the
Duty Pilot role must be filled by an Advanced Pilot Certificate
holder, or at least an Intermediate Certificate holder with considerable experience (,considerable experience' I would say is a minimum of eighty hours airtime).
The Manual will be amended in the future to clarify this
requirement.
It has been suggested that the Duty Pilot role could be filled
by a Restricted pilot - this is not appropri ate. The supervision
requirement is in place to allow the Restri cted pilot to gain the
benefit of an experienced pilot's expertise as an added check to
ensure that conditions are suitable for a novice to fly. This has
been introduced as a direct result of accidents in the past which
have led to serious injury and death.

Accidents

Mountain Cross Country
Adventure
Due to popular demand Silent Flight is organising a
non-towing adventure for early in 1996.
Commencing on Sunday 3/3/96 and ending on Saturday 9/3/96 this
seven day hang gliding event is one not to be missed.
We will travel to places that have hosted prestigious competitions
such as the World and Australian Championships . As with all
fantastic hang gliding sites height gains of 10,000ft and distances of
100km are not uncommon .

All inclusive, this Mountain Adventure has:
7 days flying
All lifts up hills
All retrieval
Accommodation

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Experienced instructor on hand
Tips on cross country flying
Test flights
And much much more

Areas to be explored will include: Mount Buffalo, Mount Beauty,
Corryong and Tumut.

No1
Microlight Pilot Certificate
245 hours
Two-place Microlight
Minor bruises and a
cracked rib
Injury:
Minor bruising
Aircraft Damage: Major damage to trike
base and wing
Weather

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

December 1995

At Silent Flight we specialise in helping pilots get the most out of their flying.
Whether you are Novice, Intermediate or Advanced , experience the thrill of flying
high over post card scenery and bring back memories that will never be forgotten.

Call Silent Flight and book in for the time of your life.
Your hosts for the Mountain adventure are Tove and Grant Heaney. Yes t hang gliding is our business.

Call Tove on (06) 294 1466
As With all our courses and tours book early as places are filling fast

Call for more information.
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Standard Ground Signals for
Showing Wind Direction
By Marie Jeffery
as this happened to you? You are
flying in a new area, you've just
had a wonderful flight, either
ridge soaring or you've flown an out and
return, or a decent XC and there are
some pilots already landed below you .
The lift is diminishing so you might as
well join them. It will be easier for a lift
back.

H

Mmmrn... now which way is the
wind? It's getting late, could be katabatic
or maybe the sea breeze has kicked in.
Your subconscious starts to assess the
situation and you decide the wind direction, then you notice one of the pilots on
the ground. What is he doing? The wind
is coming from THAT direction??!!
Surely not... Now your brain gets confused as it franticly tries to sort things
out and the ground is getting closer...

Side view

Wind
direction

Wind
direction

-~.~

After seeing an article on standard
ground signals for wind direction in the
New
Zealand
Airborn

IJI'l\Tjlltll(} IlL 1(,11 l'
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL
Would like to take this opportunity to
thank our friends and customers for
their support throughout the year and
we wish everyone a very Merry
Christmas and a high flying New Year.

We sell a wide variety of gliders and
equipment such as Xtralites, Blade
Races, Elites, Rages, new and used
XTs, Aeros and Stings; parachutes,
helmets, gloves, tow bridles, flight
suits, harnesses and anything else you
may need for hang gliding.

"D(SCOVER THE FREE"DOH
OF CHO(CE
RMB 236B, Western Highway, Trawalla 3373
Phone/fax: (053) 49 2845
14
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Top view

Showing wind direction

October/November issue, I discussed it with Craig Worth our
Operations Manager. Although there is currently no guidelines in
our manual, Craig believes there should be a standardised
method. And so we tum it over to you. the members. for discussion and comment. I leave you with an extract from the NZ article written by Tim Ward, the New Zealand Safety Auditor and
the accompanying diagram.

I then consulted airline documentation for ICAO signals for
guiding aircraft onto gates. Although wind is not a factor, the signalman still faces the aircraft with the signals above the head in
vertical position with palms facing inward.
I then phoned two helicopter operators who have become
the most common rescue facility available to hang glider and
paraglider pilots. It therefore becomes logical that we align ourselves with these operators so that we are able to indicate wind
direction from the ground to a landing helicopter in a recognised
fashion.
On speaking to one pilot he indicated that helicopter pilots
usually know the wind direction when approaching the rescue
siles and treat any ground signaller with caution as they can
often be 'bleeding idiots'. However he then went on to say that
the recognised method is:
>I<

Persons giving wind direction indication from the ground
should have their back to the wind, facing the aircraft with
their arms forward to form an arrow.

>I<

Their arms should always be downwind like the sock 011 a
willdsock. Face the aircraft so you are aware of its movements.

If any pilot, and especially instructors, would like to comment, please write to Skysailor or Craig Worth , Operations
Manager.

*
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by Peter BOWYER (President, Sydney Paragliding
Club)
Ban the bomb, smash the wine bottles, tread on snails and frogs ,
trash the embassy, but DON'T let it get in the way of your flying.
If you see some para-pilots strutting around this season with huge
grins fixed on their faces (and flat radio batteries), chances are they
are still recovering from "Pascal Ferret's Tour de France".
To fly in the French Alps almost every day with perfect weather
was really a dream come true. And the French people could not have
made us more welcome.
The 21-day tour started at the huge Charles de Gaulle airport
(Paris) after a marathon flight from Sydney. Pascal met us there with a
gleaming new van and whisked us off to the Alps only five hours
away.

On my first launch I scratched for a while in small punchy thermals but was unable to stay up. Stewart launched later in better conditions and showed every intention of staying up for the rest of the day.
However, Pascal warned him by radio that the valley wind was starting to pick up, making landing impossible till the late afternoon. He
reluctantly joined the landing circuit after what he described as an
"exhilarating flight".
Annecy was our next destination, another very beautiful site with
a paraboutique, cold drinks and a fully carpeted take-off. Ambitious
cu's were billowing all around and we were quickly into our harnesses. Everyone was soon in the air and scratching around take-off. It
was only a matter of waiting for a strong enough thermal to come
through and sticking with it till reaching the main range just above
and beyond launch.

It was very unstable and starting to
OD. I based out and decided to fly
Approaching the Alps we were
upwind to the township of Annecy. I
greeted by the sight of paragliders
had to use as much speed bar as I dared
launching from different sites allover
"I held 8-line for
long
as the air was quite rough. I was bit
the place.
physically possible. I released
concerned with my climb rate at times
Our first destination was Samoens
as a cloud tried to suck me in. I held a
but
immediately
started
in the north of the French Alps, with
B-line for as long as physically possiscreaming back up. "
sites able to handle just about every
ble. I released but immediately started
wind direction. At the start of the trip
screaming back up. I B-Iined again and
we had hot, stable conditions but still
started to think of a full stall next, but
had some very enjoyable flights from
my arms were exhausted. My sink rate
Les Saix and La Bourgeoise. The takestarted to increase, so I released and put
offs were from grassy, green slopes and quite steep, at amsl heights of
the speed back on, but paid with a large collapse soon after. I eventubetween 1600 and 1800 metres; not bad even for a sleddie! Samoens
ally made it to Anncey, based out again, and decided to cross the lake.
was a good introduction to alpine flying. It was much harder to
I had good ground speed, full bar and was still in lift half way across
scratch since the thermals were small and difficult to core. But the
the lake, before suddenly encountering strong sink. I was getting
panorama was amazing. We had some unstable days providing ideal
drilled but managed to make it to a spine-backed ridge, straight into a
conditions for the local triangle. One of the turnpoints, Le Criou
boomer and up to base again. This was turned out to be a very enjoy(2200 m amsl), consists of an amazing sheer granite rock face which
able and rather challenging flight! I headed inland and flew the length
works well, particularly in the afternoons. The landing paddocks are
of the ridge before deciding to fly back to the lake, my geographical
well set out with plenty of room and windsocks galore. It's important
knowledge past the ridge being very hazy, and also off my map. Geez,
to monitor the valley wind which quickly gains strength around
all I have to do is make it back to take-off and I've flown a nice little
lunchtime till mid afternoon.
triangle. Now to cross back to the other side if possible. I based out
All the pilots in our "Tour de France" were radio equipped and the
again and rode the front of a cloud on full bar trying to maximise my
information we passed to each other proved invaluable.
glide. I backed off a bit after getting hammered again and only just
Unfortunately, on the third day of the trip, one of our pilots (Rob
made it to the other side of the lake and had to scratch in some rough
Fakes from Sydney) came to grief in the landing paddock. Rob was
stuff in the lee of a spur. I started to climb in broken lift until I hit a
doing steep turns to lose height and didn't get out of his harness and
pendulumed into the ground, damaging two vertebrae. He spent
two weeks in a local hospital before being flown back to Sydney
courtesy of HCF travel insurance fund. Pascal was able to liaise
easi ly with the medical staff and smoothed out any problems
UVEX Helmets
before they arose. (Rob hopes to be back on the hill at Stanwell
InstrUMents
Park within a few weeks).

a
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Flytee

We used Samoens as a base for the first couple of weeks as it
was very central to numerous flying sites. We also reasoned that
it was safer to fly the same sites for a couple of days rather than
exploring a new site every day with the associated unfamiliarity.

ICOM Radios
High Energy Chutes
Chute Repack Service

We later explored sites at Chamonix, Mieussy, Anncey,
Allevard, Saint-Hilaire and Thonon with ample opportunity to
visit Geneva.

for

Chamonix is a truly incredible place nestled in a very steepsided valley. A chairlift takes you to within a short walk of the
take-off point at Plampraz 2000 metres asl which overlooks Mont
Blanc 4 ,807 metres asl, the highest mountain in Europe. There
was still plenty of snow around the peaks.
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boomer which took me up to the main range again, heaps of
lift but hardly any penetration as I was beating into a headwind again, sparing use of the bar and I slowly progressed.
After what seemed to be several hours into the headwind, I
made it back to launch and radioed Pascal that I was landing
because of the threatening cunim drifting into the area.

"
..

'\

My landing completed a 41 km triangle, my best to date.
The other pilots in our tour group had also enjoyed some
great flying, with Ulrich and Peter making it to the main
range behind launch; Stewart flew his best personal flight of
a 25 km triangle.

. ..

Our next destination was Mieussy, not far from our base
in Samoens. We checked the landing paddock, complete with
para-boutique, of course. Pascal dropped us off at the bottom
of the track and a 20 minute walk led us to the launch.
Conditions were hot and stable and cross countries were out,
but we still had some great flying off the main ridge, a sheer
rock face ideal for ridge soaring supplemented by light thermals. Pascal managed to fly with us this day, instead of
remaining anchored to the ground supervising our flying.
Then on to Allevard, where a friend of Pascal's runs a
flying school. We were very welcome and even provided
with gliders to test fly. Stewart had a few flights in the lTV
Merak and was agonising whether to blow all his spending
money! Our accommodation in Allevard was in a lovely old
hotel oozing character and with very reasonable tariffs.
Saint-Hilaire was next on our visiting list, but conditions
there were rather suss with very low cloud and overdevelopment. We watched with interest as one of the local paragliding schools continued to launch students into the whiteout

With

18~mg~s o~:ll r;;!f:ill;'.
During the PWC finaL at Saint Andre, France
Photo by Bruce Harrop

France '95 has been a great success.
From Mid-July '96 and/or September
French!Australian qualified instructOr
the experience, local site knowledge (and
you flying up there with the best.
The Mid-July Tour will take place in the nOJ~tht)nlpin~~~•~lj~
French Alps. Fly Chamonix, Annecy, Avoriaz,
Samoens ...
The September Tour will include flying in the Mont B1aric
area (with flights up to 10,000 feet top to bottom), at Saint~
Hilaire during the Festival (Icarus Cup) and in the southern
p~rrpfthe French Alps (Saint-Andre area).

1})] FMMKt' $3.,900

l

Return airfares (open)
Van hire and petrol
licence (compulsory)
guide/interpreter/driver
}:::. 'il:~,;FI"eolruarv

with instructions to fly straight ahead till breaking through the
cloud! Possibly their training includes an instrument rating?
On the two days we were unable to fly, Pascal drove us for
many kilometres showing us all the stuff "normal" tourists get
to see. He is already planning tours for 1996, to take in the
famous festival at Saint-Hilaire and hopefully to fly from
I' Aiguille du Midi (Chamonix - 10,000 ft from top to bottom)
and Saint-Andr,-des-Alpes.
To anyone thinking of flying the Alps in Europe, I would
recommend that they fly with their usual glider and harness .
since familiarity with the equipment and how it handles in different air will provide confidence when flying the new sites. I
experienced conditions that ranged from mild (ideal for novice
pilots) through to booming (suitable for XC and comp pilots) .
There really is something for everyone in France.

• Pilots intermediate level and up
• . Group number limited to 8

iiiii~'

I

'96!! So hurry!!

Australian pilots on the 1995 tour were Peter Crosthwaite
and Stewart Dennis from Canberra, Ulrich Kosmer from
Melbourne, and Rob Fake and Peter Bowyer from Sydney.
Pascal Ferret is a French born Australian, now instructing
with UP & AWAY Paragliding School at Stanwell Park NSW.
Too much flying 's barely enough!!!

'·."¥.I~'H~
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Pep
's Cup
By Rudi Absolon and Corinna
Schwiegershausen
Number of competitors in 1995 was 84 pilots from 8
nations
Place: Blumenstein, Switzerland
Next competition: 20-27 July 1996 at Greifenburg,
Southern Austria
Age: men - 50+, women - 45+ (two women competed in
1995)
Oldest competitor: 70
Contact address: Rudi Absolon, Reinhardsweg 4, 63128 Dietzenbach
Germany

History of this competition

gliders. There are 5 different tasks for the pilot to chose from everyday. The biggest task this year was 51 km. There is also a landing
competition, but you get most of the points by flying a long task.
Reasons to participate are fun and meeting friends, good organisation, transport to launch and retrieval and good training!

*

You can't combine old age with competition? That 's wrong! Once
they 've launched, they're as competitive as the young ones. They
want it... and they fight... and with the same level of activity Rudi
Absolon has been organising this comp for the past 14 years, always
in a different place if possible. "That's my hobby. It occupies me for
three months every year."
Rudi started hang gliding in 1976 in Kessen at the age of 49
and has been working as a referee and sport official ever since.
The Senior's Cup is a sporting activity but also a family
party. It lasts 8 days every year and are usually the flying holidays of the year for most of the competitors.
The competition rules are different to official FAI rules,
because there are high performance gliders and old beginner's

LEADING EDGE DESIGN

QLD

Specialist Hang Gliding Equipment
Audio Kits for Full Face Helmets
Speaker & mic pre-wired for fitting to helmet.
Curly cord with moulded plug to suit most UHF
handheld radios . Back of finger mounted PTT
switch, all in one reliable cable kit. Takes minutes
to fit. Comprehensive fitting advice supplied.

Flight Suits
Professionally manufactured in a robust but light
high cotton content drill fabric with heavy duty
zips. Made to order.

Philips P65 UHF Handhelds
Great prices this month on these ultra compact
and
reliable
Handhelds,
especially
when
combined with the helmet kits.

Philips P65 Selcall Retrofit
Wake up the pickup crew in the pub, or utilize
busy repeater channels with this factory approved
internally fitted Selcall module.

Philips P65 Knob Fence ( hmm ... )
Stamped plastic fence mounts on radio to prevent
disruption to controls on radio when in harness.

4 Keirn St, Eirneo Old 4740
Ph 079 546074 Fax 079 546668
December 1995
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1995 Canungra Classic
,

by NZPLF member Ian Clark
A wann welcoming feeling always pervades whenever I return to Canungra. Indeed
it's half the reason I keep returning to the
area. The other reason, of course, is the one
and only 'Canungra Classic' which seems to
grow in fun and popularity year after year.

The opening night started the fun off.
While everyone was finishing up on a great
barbie, the lights were dimmed and a black
Mercedes hearse rolled in on the balcony. A
coffin was lifted out of the back and placed
in front of the audience. The
lid
was

To introduce myself, I'm
a Kiwi pilot, yes, that's right,
from that small south eastern
state of Australia. I've managed to jump across the ditch
quite a few times in the last couple of years. Each time has coincided with the Canungra Classic
(strange that) and this year was
my third Classic.

An overview of the area was what
was needed for us to get our bearings
and this was provided for us with superb
timing. Having taken off from Mt.
Tamborine a seabreeze convergence set
up moving west. A 9000 ft convergence
line made it an easy out and return to
Hillview with a 25 km final glide back to
land at the Canungra hall . Local legend, Jon
Durand also completed a 100 km flat triangle in three and a half hours on the same day.
Other short jaunts also saw pilots out at
Beaudesert and Laravale.

A round was flown on the
third day. Out of the seventyeight pilots. many made it to
the goal at the Boonah Tintersection. The competition organisers relaxed with
good weather being the
forecast for the rest of the
week.

~-~~-~'- - -

KYWISE

POWERED HANG GLIDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED. SEVEN DAYS.

S~I
For the loW'est prices on
all your TRlKlNG needs
"IRBORNE & ROT"X SP"RE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCO MS,
INSTRUMENTS & " CCESSO RIES, REP"IRS & MAINTEN ANQ

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.!.

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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And so the earth mother frowned and
said 'This shall not be' and low and
behold the first two days of the competition were canned. The first was due to a
stubborn inversion that decided to stay
until the seabreeze came ' over the back' .
An incessant rain poured down the next
day which dampened the spirits of
many.
High up on the Beechmont
plateau a chant was heard faintly
resounding through the mist shrouded gum trees. The rain was still
pounding down but whispers of the
chant were heard snatched between
the wild beats of the driving rain. It
sounded like ancient Indian song
with a steady drum beat giving it
depth and resonance. The beat
became gradually stronger and
stronger then with no warning
suddenly stopped. The weather
cleared ...

This time I scraped up a crew
of six Kiwis to come over here for
the competition. Arriving a week
before the comp began we somehow
managed to get six gliders, luggage
and persons from Brisbane airport to
Canungra on the same day and be
organised enough to go flying the
next.

Come fly with us, your tra ining
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

Anxious looks, nervous glances, where
was he? The master of the 'real points competition' had not been heard from and he was
well overdue from his European holiday. At
the last minute a fax arrives ... hooray!. .. the
competition is saved. Nick writes he'll be
flying in from Germany and will arrive in
time for the first morning briefing. Setting up
to fly the first day of the competition with
serious jet lag, some called him nuts, others
just smiled knowing the reason for his
unwillingness to leave the Deutschland.

uncovered and a
scary site inflicted all. A body lay in
the coffin . Three Indian priestesses chanted
around the still form , dancing and beating
drums. It was not until a cigar was lit up and
a can of bourbon put to his lips that the
corpse started to move. After several more
healthy puffs the corpse got up and lit the
beacon fire. The rest of the night was spent
auctioning away the pilots who were competing.

A limited number of
acts this year made the
'Red Faces Night ' entertaining for everyone yet
not too drawn out. First
up was a dance routine
put on by some of the
in
younger
girls
Canungra. The 'Sky
Pirates' routine was
excellent and should
not have been missed. Some of
the other acts I missed while I was organising
our own group called the NZPLF. A co-ordinated (?) effort was given by all the women
involved in the competition in presenting the
'12 days of the Classic' song routine which
won the night. I wonder what any visitors
thought of the eight maps of Tassie hung up
in the middle of the hall?
A total of six rounds were completed.
Tasks were called well with pilots in goal for
all but one day. Conditions were generally
trickier than last year with stability and
inversions playing a large part in the weather
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Prize giving night was the last chance
everyone got to socialise before pilots left in
the morning. The night started out well with
an excellent band and good food. Prizes
seemed to just keep on coming as trophies
were awarded down to tenth place. Local
pilot, Tony Knight, collected his reward for
sponsoring Drew in the Calcutta. The phrase
"on the bar" was heard chanted throughout
the evening and some even obliged. Needless
to say that the partying continued on until the
small hours of the morning. It was only until
Linda got a bit impatient to have the hall to
herself and Davo that she managed to have
the hall vacated.

--- \

-~--
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The girls discuss a course during the Classic: Helen Ross, Judy Durand, Toni Noud and
Bronwyn Ahern while Grant looks on - photo Marie Jeffery

pattern. Drew Cooper took first prize, Geoff
Tulloch second and Rick Duncan third.
Bernard (Speedy) Gonsalves won 'B' grade
while Toni Noud was the top placed woman.
Prize money was awarded to tenth place.
Once again local potter Jon Durand and
wood carver Darryl Franklin put together the

trophies . The trophies were excellent and
those who have seen one will testify that they
are probably the best in the world. For those
of us who missed out on a trophy this year
I'm sure many will return next year to try to
claim one.

For us Kiwis who were to stay on for
another two weeks of flying it was sad to see
everyone go. Walking down the main street
of Canungra on Sunday the place seemed
empty without the constant stream of hang
gliding vehicles going past. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the organisers
of the competition on behalf of all the Kiwis
who attended. We really enjoyed the flying
and appreciated the welcome we
got from the local pilots. For
those of you who don't know,
Davo and Linda are
organising
the
Flatlands this season so I
thoroughly recommend
that you go. Happy
flying!

*

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs

2.
3.

Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland

4.
5.

24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.

Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"

9.

Free owner's manual with every parachute

1O.

Othe r models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
December 1995
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way to learn about flight control. After the
flight a post mortem, a theory session and
then progress to the training hill where you
are taught glider set up and breakdown techniques and the art of foot launching and landing.

By Rick Nothard
An account of (one) man's early
attempts at flight, from training hill
to first altitude flight (FAF).
I was recently in the lucky position of
having two weeks leave with no activities
planned, so it was with mounting excitement that I arranged to undertake a Hang
Gliding course (I was sick of reading
Cheney and Pagen, and 'Right Stuff').
The first week of my holiday was
spent on a 640 acre property in beautiful
countryside near Port Macquarrie, New
South Wales . The property is called High
Adventure Air park, abuts a lake and
river with water on 3 sides. Three thickly forested mountains stand sentinel over
the farm and the entire valley.
High Adventure Air park has been
set up by Lee and Robyn Scott to run as an
air park offering beginner and advanced
training courses as well as a holiday destination for flying families (families with at least
one flying devotee). 'Normal' family mem-

bers can canoe on the river or take long bush
walks to the lake, relax in tranquil surroundings or go to the beach.
The property has a guest house with three
rooms for hang glider or paraglider students
to bunk in, a communal kitchen and lounge
facilities with TV and Video. It also has a
self contained cabin and some on-site vans. It

"Nevev- a9aiJ'\ will

e..yo~ these seJ'\satioJ'\s

of fiv-st ~i9ht."
is peaceful just to relax here, soaking up the
spring warmth and enjoying the view to the
lake.
The course runs for 6 days at the end of
which, if conditions are right and if you have
applied yourself
during
the
course,
you
qualify for a
restricted hang
glider
licence
(allowing you
to fl y under the
supervision of
more
experienced pilots).

IT'S
ON

Thanks to the success of last year's Big Mountain Big Air tour of Europe, we have been forced into
packing the suitcase and hei1cling for the Alps
.... Again!
To join us in the adventure of a lifetime, your first
step is to contact us for the brochure and details
of our special slide & video nights.

So do YOllrself a favour and call
Charly on 03 98824130 now.
And remember, il's always on ....
Big Mountain - Big Air - Big Fun.
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Day OneTandem
flight
The morning of the first
day the instructors take you
for 2 tandem (2
place hang glider) flights. They
tow you up
behind the resident microlight
alongside
an
instructor in a
tandem
hang
glider. At 3,000
feet you cast off
and spend the
next 15 minutes
gliding
back
down to land on
the
runway.
This is a great

First flight: High Altitude Air park. Runway,
first tandem, 14 August 1995 7am.
I tell you what, it's nerve-racking while
you are coaxed into your harness by Jason
the flight instructor. The harness seems little
more than a canvas bag slung by rope and
webbing from an aluminium bar under the
glider. Your eyes taking in the simplicity of
the glider and of its construction. Your
brain attempts to compute but the speed
with which new sensations assail you
prevents you from too much analytical
(and paranoid) thought. The instructor
explains how safe you are (pointing to a
shaving bag strapped to his chest and
explaining that there is a parachute in
there for you both to share! He shows
you how to lie in prone (gently or you ' ll
damage the glider!), where to hold on
(you hold on for grim life onto his shoulder strap - and your own) and what to do
Uust steer it back down!). Ahead Lee is
in the microlight tug, engine running noisily
waiting for the tow line to be attached to the
glider. A quick radio conversation and we' re
ready. I glance at the other students and wish
I wasn ' t first.
We're off! You rattle along the grassed
runway at increasing speed until you lift off
long before the towing microlight still landbound (how much do I weigh again?). Then
we're both aloft. We crest the huge eucalypts
with 100 feet to spare. New vistas open up
beyond, the river, a waterside cottage, a paddock some cattle grazing, tendrils of mist on
water. The cool wind buffets us as we get
increasingly numb with the cold of altitude
as the ground drops away. At the end of the
towline the dependable tug banks slightly.
Your nose and eyes start to run with the cold.
The view is magnificent. Having crossed the
river we turning to the left describing a lazy
left hand circle as we climb. We fly over
some marshy scrub, the ground frosted with
salt crystals. We are at about 300 feet as we
cross the lake, mirror-like at this early hour.
Clouds and mountains are reflected in its
pink surface, the swirl of sand bars discernible on the bottom, dead timber in parts
like the poles of a derelict jetty. I hang onto
Jason and there is little talk as he concentrates on keeping the correct attitude to the
tug. To his left the vario beeps constantly and
by craning my neck I can see we are at 500
feet. For a scary moment my mind switches
to consider the equipment (did we close the
gate on my carabiner?), our vulnerability, the
sheer drop between the tip of my nose and
the surface of the lake (how deep is it here, I
wonder?) and the possible complications of
entering the water fastened on securely in a
duffle bag. I grip Jason's harness tighter,
then with a conscious effort of will force
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myself to dispassionately view my surroundings, ignoring the hardware.
What a magnificent view there is. To our
right is the vast blue magmficence of the
Pacific Ocean, some 2 kilometers away.
Miles of white beach necklace between
emerald headlands. Below us the tranquil
mirror image of the lake, birds taking off,
stitch marks on the water. To our left the
chequered squares of the farms nestled in the
valley. The black snake of the pacific highway, dinky cars and trucks travelling both
directions. The silver rails of the train tracks
cut into hills and ford the Valleys.
Everywhere the gleaming dewiness of a new
day. Dotted through this magnificent scene
the three magnificent forested mountains
known as South, Middle and North Brother.

dents, minute figures at the edge of the runway bathed in this wonderfully soft morning
my
spirits
soar!
light.
Suddenly
Fantabulastic! I am an eagle, watch me soar!
Don't get me wrong, I don't mean to suggest that I was suddenly relaxed up there, but
that I could suddenly relate. I know why
pilots rave about the sport, I understand
because I was there!
A sudden bump - only turbulence but my
euphoric state quickly vaporises swinging
here at the end of this nylon cord! I find
myself clutching again. Jason has corrected
for minor turbulence in this otherwise silky
air. He calmly reassures me. The tug is far
ahead, tugging us heavenward on this thin
gossamer of nylon cord.

We have circled further to the left now
and I notice we are headed momentarily for
Middle Brother about 3 kilometers away. We
appear to be on a level with its peak - I
snatch a look over Jason's shoulder, the
altimeter reads 1,800 feet. (Students have
launched from there for their required soaring flights - me?, no way!). Boy - my hands
are cold now. I wish I had taken advantage of
the offer of gloves. We continue our circle to
the left. the second revolution of our
corkscrew heavenward.

We are over the lake again - I hear the
radio crackle incoherently as Lee directs us
to release the tow. I see Jason reach for the
tow release handle and with a jerk the nylon
springs free, we level and are floating. I look
at the altimeter; it reads 3,000 feet. The tug
spirals down with a hiss of wind. Immediate
silence. We are left with little but the sigh of
the wind on our wires, the quiet is awesome.
I glance at the magnificent scenery. I swear
at this moment I truly feel the splendour of
true flight, the wing forgotten somewhere
above me.

We are now directly over the runway at
close to 2,400 feet. I notice my fellow stu-

Jason calls to me directing my attention
to the fact that he has let go of the control
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bar. My gut cramps but he casually grabs
hold of it again. He has done this to show me
that this aircraft can fly itself. I hold on to the
uprights in the correct place and Jason tells
me I am in command. I squint down, he has
his hands off the control bar but at the ready.
During the next 15 minutes we slowly
descend describing wide sweeping turns as
Jason instructs me in the art of steering a
weight-shift aircraft. Too soon I notice we
are about 600 feet above the hangar and
farmhouse. The dogs are chasing a ball
snatches of barking reaches us in the quietness. Jason directs me to let go and return to
the tandem position holding onto his harness.
He takes over and we approach the end of the
runway where we describe some exhilarating
figure eights. As we descend the air gets
warmer and at about 400' I smell the marshy
aroma of the earth. I glance at the now discernible figures of Bob and Lisa my fellow
students who study us with white-lipped concentration. We are down at about 60 feet and
have turned to approach the runway. We
appear to be travelling awfully fast and I
tense up for the landing. Jason is making
numerous small and rapid control adjustments and we fly low and level skimming on
the grass before landing with a jolting rattle,
coming to a halt in front of the others. I give
out an enormous whoop. What a rush! I got
to go first, I have tasted what these others
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have yet to sample. Never again will I enjoy
these sensations of first flight.

Day two - sweat on The Hill
The second day is another tandem flight
then breakfast and further training on the hill.
This is a gruelling session, wearing long
pants and a jumper, the harness and a stifling
helmet. After IS goes down and gruelling
return trips pulling the glider, calves iron
hard, lungs pumping I could see why Jason is
in such good shape. This is followed by more
theory.
By this stage you have learned the technique to launch (a hang glider flies with its
load at ISmph so in nil wind you need a fairly brisk run, I can assure you!), fly and land
(well sort of - I mostly land on the training
wheels my knees or on my belly). The flying
bit is very short as the whole event lasts 20
seconds with the flying part only 14!

Day three - bird on a wire - The
Winch!
On the third day we progress to the
winch. The winch allows the instructors to
tow you to increasing heights (starting about
20 feet) then releasing you to fly your
return back to the winch, landing - if possible
- within walking distance. It is during this
stage of instruction that level flight and coordinated turn techniques are developed. The
winch is a motor coupled to the winch drum
of stainless steel wire which is led through a
turning pulley 200 feet away, at the other end
of the runway, then back to you standing
anxiously next to the winch.
Stand at the ready, weight of the glider
on your shoulders, apex pinching your collarbone, ease up - relax (likely!). Level your
wings, nose attitude, sword grip with sweaty
hands. Look down the runway, peripheral
vision of other interested students and the
odd cow grazing quietly! (Why am I always

Brian Metcalfe launching from Mt Elliott during 1995 Corryong cup
Photo by Jenny Phillips

first?) Ready? OK. .. .. .. GO! Winch hums desperately. COMMITMENT Rick!! Rick at this
stage running pelican-like down the runway
with desperate strides (only not flapping my
wings) and noticing that at full stretch he 's
still on the ground! Blessedly up and away
legs aching and hanging stork like as undercarriage, I comprehend solo flight 10, 20, 30,
40 then 50 huge feet off the deck. Bump,
oops roll control, which way again, come on
corne on ... that's better - steer for the end of
the runway. CROSS YOUR LEGS, the radio
on my shoulder strap cackles harshly, seemingly for the tenth time as the message finally enters my comprehension. I oblige, doing
anything to shut out this electronic intrusion.
Ten feet ahead of me I see the parachute of
the tow line the auto release just out of reach.
DON'T LOOK DOWN - more radio commands. The tow line describes a hypnotising
arc down to the turning point, increasingly
steep as we ascend. .. DON'T LOOK
DOWN! !!! I tear my concentration back to
the horizon. Peripheral vision ... When will it
release? (Gee I hope it releases). I sense
power off at the winch end, th'e line sinks
away and the tow releases, the parachute
opens, falling away.. . don't look down.
Aviate, then navigate .. . snatches of lesson
repeat themselves in my brain. The glider
nose drops sickeningly. My guts tense, I
clutch the downtubes. RELAX YOUR GRIP
the monster on my shoulder bellows at me. I
hold the bars with thumb and forefinger,
wriggling my fingers in exaggerated reply.
We are flying beautifully in relaxed trim.
Slowly I turn - I'll show them! Look and
marvel
you
guysl
NICE
TURN.
Compliments over the air. Watch me fly! I
fly back parallel to the runway at trim, holding a straight course. Ahead the winch and
the cluster of onlookers. Lee is standing with
the radio cupped to his mouth. NICELY,
START YOUR TURN NOW RICK - he calls
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over the radio. I round now pointing into the
gently breeze, quick look at the windsock .. .
gee! Up and Down. Things are happening
awfully fast. Here goes! Trim and In .. . I
remember. Seems pretty fast approaching the
ground. Wings level! Don' t look down! I
ease forward slightly. Hands up the control
bar. I execute the flare pushing up solidly.
The wing wobbles slightly to the left. I am
on my knees on the grass, the wheels bang
onto the turf as the glider settles ahead of me.
I am forced to stand and snatch the downtubes to stop the nose over. NICE STALL
laconic on the radio. Damn! I stuffed it!
Phew, I'm down though, that's nice. Green
grass, cow pats, glint of dew around.
Warming up. Howzat... not too shabby!. My
knees are weak. WALK IT BACK PLEASE.
I raise the back of the glider by the keel and
haul it backwards on its trainer wheels to the
winch. I wanted that flight to be perfect.
Give me another go.

Day Four - Winch tow off the training hill, landing setups.
Today more goes off the hill increasing
the altitude to about Soofeet. There is a slight
wind - this makes take offs a little easier.
Some good landings, too far from the winch,
long walk back and up the training hill.
Attempted height loss figure eights . Flying
an intermediate glider, I swear on landing
approach feels like a hockey puck on ice,
glides for the damnedest distance. Don ' t
blame the equipment Rick. You should be
focussed on your landing target! Buggered
by morning tea. Break, post mortems and
theory. The wind is getting up so time out.
Great! A trip to the beach , damn the water's
cold.

To be continued
next month ...
SKYSAILOR

ONCE ONLY
OPPORTUNITY
We're clearing our slightly used, demo,
competition and rental gliders at very generous,
never to be repeated prices.
We have Aero, Rage, Combat, and Desires. No
reasonable offer refused. All possibilities
entertained.
Call and check out the bargains.

1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508.
Phone 042 942 052 or Bryan Hayhow 042 672-709

MOYES DELTA GLI DERS Pty Ltd

173 Bronte Road "-Vaverley NS"-V 2 0 2 4

Photo: Gerry Charlebois flying the Napali coast, Kauai.
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ICOM

Count on u s!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL

Duplex operation lor
Increased communication

range umg repeater
stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At l co m o ur leade rship in CB is built on
innovation. And on ce aga in, lCOM is first
with the latest, the new lC-40GX.
Th e sma llest h andhe ld U HF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan

the first with built-in SELCALL.

IacHtty wtth separate

Now when you want one-to-

user programmable
memory.

one, uninterrupted
communi ca tio n, there's
no need to go to the
extra expe nse of
Sinple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The lC AOGX
saver.

allows you to

Feature atter feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or rece ive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

for single button speed ca lling. Yo u also get ca ll -back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission sw itch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on rece ive. Plus a on e to uch C hannel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF ~B
simple and as convenient to u e as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance
of the new lC AOGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3 181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 75 82 Fax: (03) 529 8485

and frankly neither was I. My face was near frozen . I looked at the
vario and saw the numbers scrolling frantically past 12,000 feet. I
looked around to assess the situation, and saw that I was firmly in the
grasp of the mother of all CuNims.
The precise point at which I decided I wasn't having fun was
when a distant roll of thunder ricocheted around the cloud for a few
seconds before it homed in on me and exploded right behind me. I
frantically aimed my glider away from the cloud at top speed, but
nothing changed. I tried some steep slipping turns but still I went up.

Novice: a person who is new to or inexperienced in a certain task,
situation, etc.
The one thing I never received with my
camel back was instructions on how to stay up
long enough to actually get thirsty. Prior to the
flight I am about to recount, my total flying
time was 8 hours (52 flying days), and my
personal best flight time was 8 minutes. On
flight after flight I took off loaded up with full
camel back, vario, airspeed indicator, chute,
radio, compass, hook knife, Swiss army knife,
sexy Italian cycling gloves, mitts and maps, and dental floss . I had
never once got thirsty, gone up, gone fast, been high enough to deploy
my chute, been out of earshot of my ground crew, been lost, needed
my knife collection, had cold hands, had time to look at my maps, or
needed to floss my teeth. My trusty intermediate glider with well-fed
and well-equipped me on board seemed destined forever to duplicate
the flight characteristics and LID of a freefalling emu.
On the day in question, I was watching the trees in front of
launch, and the wind on the dams well in front of launch. The guns
were not flying for some reason. I waited until a lengthy cloud shadow passed and the trees below began to stir. I mentally rehearsed my
landing approach, which was now only minutes away, and took off.
Immediately after takeoff my left wing lifted and I cranked into a left
hand 180. After the following 180 to the right I was above launch in
surging lift and with sufficient height to do a 360. In fact I did a lot
of 360s, and a wave of excitement passed over me as I realised that
this was no ordinary day in my hang gliding career. As I climbed
through 5000 feet with a solid 600 fpm up on my vario, I glanced
down at launch - an entirely unfamiliar perspective.

Then without any warning, I was in cloud.
My sunglasses went instantly opaque. I tore
them off and threw them away, and saw that
my base bar and uprights were covered in
clear ice. The vario was still screaming up up
up at me. It too was covered in ice. I couldn't
read it and I no longer cared what it said. The
air was at first smooth. My arms were so cold
I was fast losing all feeling in them and :E had
lost all feeling in my hands. I was airborne
and still going up but I was no longer flying. A fridge would have
flown inside this monster. I had been instantly transformed from hang
glider pilot to A-frame passenger, with potential for immediate further
transformation into a large hailstone. An explosion of white lightning
half blinded me and simultaneously a clap of thunder shook me. Then
a violent jolt as my left leading edge snapped, and I could hear flapping dacron. The base bar went dead. I tried to deploy my chute but
my frozen fingers wouldn't function . I clawed ineffectually at the velcro chute cover. I was falling, spinning and rolling - out of control and
out of options.

CUMULO NIMBUS CLOUD: a severe hazard to allforms of aviation.
HGFA member 34101

*

BRIGHT HIKERS
In the High Country of North East Victoria

The base bar was actually getting cold as I climbed through
6000 feet. I fed my hands into the mitts - warmth! And my mouth
was getting dry - this would be no hurried sip of unrequited luke
warm water at the 4 minute mark in an 8 minute flight. I had finally
actually got thirsty in flight. I took my first sip of altitude chilled
water from the camel back - how sweet it was. The map - I could
actually see towns, valleys, rivers. I might just need that map today.
I widened the 360s and noted that I was now getting 900 fpm
up. I looked up - not an instinctive move. And there was the fat
dark-gray underside of a large cloud which was looming larger by
the second. As I passed through 8000 feet I thought it safe and
appropriate to zip up the pod (a further first) as the pleasant cool of
moments ago had turned chilly, and the sun was now obliterated by
the cloud.

A1RMANSHlP: The ability of a pilot to use his superior judgment to avoid situations in which he is forced to use all his superior
flying skills to avoid breaking his neck.
It was at this point that the term 'cloud suck' came to mind.
Unfortunately, nothing else came to mind, so I improvised - I pulled
the base bar in to full arm extension, and with my eyeb rows
deforming at about mach 2 I headed the nearest edge of the cloud.
As I once again found myself in sunshine I relaxed on the bar, and
the vario went into a beeping frenzy. I glanced at the rate of climb,
and couldn't believe my eyes - 1500 fpm up, the needle steady as a
rock, and the air as smooth as silk. I wasn 't even turning.
I looked back over my shoulder and saw the towering billowing
brilliant white mass of cumulus which I concluded might have
something to do with my current situation. By this stage I was cold.
The mitts and the sexy Italian cycling gloves were not up to the job,
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Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated)
flyers paradise .
T\/Ifin rooms and small dorms. Large
lounge \/Ifith fully equipped kitchen ,
Clean bathrooms. Coin laundry, BBQ
area and Garnes room.
Our Flyer specific services Include ... ___ _
Flying Manuals
Maps
Tee shirts
Avfax weather information
Flying videos
Heaps of magazines
Paraglider Flying suits and more .
"Sky out during the day then corne and
relax and exchange your flying yarns
with pilots from all over the globe"
The hostel is in the centre of the town
opposite the post office.
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp
pn single room . Breakfast available
from $3.50 .

Geoff or Maz White
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street. Bright Vic 3741
Ph 05750 1244 Fax 05750 1246
Mobile 018 052793 Email gwhite@www.netc net au
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ATTENTION ALL PILOTS

****

Christmas is just around the corner, and why not select a gift from the wide range
of HGFA merchandise, which includes our new Polo shirts and Rugby tops.

Get in early to avoid the Christmas rush.

HGFA MERCHANDISE

@ $40.00
@ $9.00
@ $6.95
@ $4 .95
@ $2.95
@ $55.00
@ $10.00
@ $10.00
@ $15.00
@ $20.00
@ $7 .00

Polo Shirt (Featuring HGFA Logo) White,Green & Navy (Sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
Rugby Top (Featuimg HGFA Logo) Navy & Green
(Sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
Red, Blue or Navy
Cap with HGFA colour logo
Leather Key Ring - Metal with colour enamel logo
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
HGFA Competitions Manual
HGFA Towing Manual
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Comission)
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
Topographic Maps (1 :000:000 or 1 :250 :000 etc.Provide details separately)

@ $10.00

HGFA Operations Manuals

@ $15.00

HGFA Ops Manual Binder

@ $8.00

HGFA Log Book

@ $30.00

~ ~I
~

~
~

~
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*
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Replacement Prices only - ( These items are issued free with initial Full Membership)
@ $3 .00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT C.O.D.)

II

The Big
Drop
By Tove Heaney
Ever since my husband Grant, did a balloon drop with some mates in Canberra 2.5
year ago, I've known that this was something
I had to do. 2.5 years ago I was 9 months
pregnant and to my frustration the Balloon
pilots wouldn't even take me up in the basket
for ballast. So finally, after all this time, it
was my tum.
As a member of the Australia National
Womens Team, and with the World
Championship happening
in
Victoria,
Australia Jan/Feb 96, the team members
agreed to try to get some publicity about the
sport, the Womens Team and the upcoming
World Championship. The easiest way of
getting the media to come out seemed to be
to do a balloon drop. In Canberra the balloon
pilots, especially through John Wallington
(the guy who flew across Australia with Dick
Smith) from Balloon Aloft, have an extremely good relationship with CAA and Air
Traffic Control. Most mornings they fly right
over Canberra City, which is right next to
Canberra Airport and well inside CTA. This
makes a balloon drop in Canberra even more
spectacular, because you are right over the
city. All of you who have been to Canberra
will know that finding a landing spot is not a
problem, with Canberra having parks and
ovals everywhere. (That's one of a hundred
good reasons why Canberra is such a fantastic place to live).

got things going
pretty quick. It was
time for attaching
the glider to the balloon. It felt good
knowing I had a
safety rope on, so
even if the release
accidentally
released, I was not
going to fall to the
ground. The biggest
risk is the first few
hundred feet. The
danger is getting
dragged
through
trees,
buildings,
powerlines or having an accidental
release
before
reaching
enough
height to recover
from the big stall.
With the set up I
used, I did not have
a release at the glider end. The balloon
pilot had the release
at his end. I gave
John a knife so that
he could cut me
free in case the release didn ' t work . I flew
with the rope attached to the keel after the
drop. The rope was not that long (about 6-7
m), and didn't worry me as I am used to flying with a towing bridle hanging off the glider. The risk, even so minimal, of accidentally
releasing too low to the ground seemed a
much worse option than having the rope
hanging behind the glider.

The week before the drop I was busy
writing press releases, calling journalists I
already had arrangements with and doing
interviews with the radio. Making and testing
all the drop equipment. Things don ' t happen
by themselves. The night before the drop
everything seemed to be perfect. The local
TV stations were coming out with two cameras and we had journalists from Sydney
papers to cover the event. We had one balloon for flying with the media and with me
attached underneath, and also photographers
in another balloon to get the best pictures.
The next morning we met at the Canberra
Yacht Club as planned. Everybody was there
except the TV news crew. I tried to call them
on a few numbers, but couldn't contact them .
"That 's typical of the news", John said, "you
have to make sure you get their home numbers". I was very disappointed.

As the balloon took off and the basket
left the ground, I had to try to walk my glider
straight underneath the basket. I couldn't see
up, so it was good to have my helpers
(thanks again Linda and Anthony).The balloon lifted me off only to put me back down
again. I kept walking in the direction the balloon was drifting to stay straight under the
basket. The balloon climbed steadily and
again I was happy to have the safety on.
Canberra was beautiful. Above it was nice
and warm after getting away from the frost
covered ground. The sun had just come up
and it was another splendid day in Canberra.
It was an amazing way of getting altitude and
a weird feeling climbing next to the other
three balloons. Underneath me the first workers were driving to work. A lot of people are
missing the best bits of life! Long shadows
behind all obstacles are a sight I always
enjoy from early morning trike flights . The
view couldn't have been better.

We went off to the Australian Mint,
where we were going to set up. There were
four balloons flying this morning, so it was a
lot of activity on the frost covered ground
early in the morning. I was really happy
Linda came to give me a hand setting up the
glider, because the balloon pilots had crews
doing their job. Anthony also arrived so we

We were really drifting fast as it was
about 20 knots SE at 4000 ft (2000 agl).
Time to get prepared for the drop. ''Taking
off the safety, safety unclipped, starting
descent. " The glider started slowly spinning
around as the balloon was descending. It's
not a problem for the release, as the wings
are level. "Starting count down, 10-9-8-7."
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It's too late to chicken out now. Just remember to hold the bar still in the slight in position, and hang on in case I end up upside
down. I do know where the parachute handle
is, so I'm going to find it automatically if
to worst.
"6-5-4-3-2-1
worst come
RELEASE" I could feel the glider dropping,
no worries the nose is rotating down, and
down and down, I can feel my feet starting to
fall towards the undersurface. WHIP! and the
glider pulled out quite severely. WHOA!
Have to really hold the bar in here. Is it over?
Was that it? God, this glider flies good
(Moyes Xtralite Mylar 137). That felt great!
Have to do that again! The other balloons
were level with me, so I did a few figure of
eights around them . I couldn't help myself, I
had to do a few "wingovers" the air was so
smooth. It looked pretty good to land outside
the Australian National Museum, so I
radioed to Anthony were to find me. The
"frost smoke" off the lake showed the wind
direction of the little wind there was. I came
in with plenty of speed, bled off forever...
flare! Perfect landing! LIFE IS PRETTY
GOOD!
Anthony was there quite quickly to
retrieve me, and we went off to meet up with
the balloon pilots. John Wallington said my
drop didn't look bad, compared to a few of
the other gliders he has dropped. "Well I do
fly a really good glider, what can I say
John?" Then I took my crew to have breakfast.
As I was watching the news that night,
they showed the balloon drop anyway! A
freelance journalist in the RAAF balloon had
filmed it all, and sold it to the news. So it all
ended up just as planned after all.

*
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Christmas Party

New Convenor

The Airborne WindS ports Christmas
party will be held 22 December from 5pm till
late. All pilots are welcome. Phone 049
499199.

Mark Newland has replaced Paul
Mollison as Competitions Committee
Convenor.

Come to Manilla NSW
Warm thermals - hang gliding
haven
A reputable family of five from Manilla
is interested in exchanging homes for a week
or two in January. We have a 4 bedroom, airconditioned home on II acres, I km from
Manilla Post Office. Beautiful views, half
court tennis, all modem conveniences.
If you are from Sydney-Brisbane or anywhere along the coast between these cities
and would like to discuss the idea please call
Jo on 067 851923 AH.

Board Nominations
The HGFA board is calling for nominations for board positions by the end of
January. This is your chance to get involved
and help your sport.
All board positions will be declared
vacant at the next board meeting in March .
Contact Ian Jarman at the HGFA office
on 069 472888 as soon as possible to register
your nomination.

Paul has worked tirelessly for the sport
for many, many years and his input has been
most invaluable. Many thanks for your
efforts over the years, Mollo.

Nova News
NOVA XYON : many have waited for
this glider. Now it's here. The XYON is a
high performance glider, which reassures
with its easy and safe flying behaviour. The
performance is very high, the certified speed
range huge, the handling exceptional. The
NOVA development team have managed to
transfer the concepts, which made the
XENON the most successful glider ever, to a
DHV certified glider
The XYON is a slim, elliptical wing with
a slightly rearward swept plan form. The
glider's construction of 17 "quadruple cells"
in between 18 load carrying ribs, with two
joining diagonal "V" ribs, ensures a very
smooth top surface, an exact airfoil reproduction, much greater rigidity and very few suspension points. The XYON has greatly
reduced the number of lines used and thus
the associated parasitic drag, which especially at high speed, gives it an exceptional glide
angle.

NOVA designer Hannes Papesh, best
describes the performance comparisons to
the XENON - ''The gliding performance is
around 0.1 to 0.2 glide ratios under the
XENON, min. sink is the same, trim speed is
slightly slower, handling is ' even better,
canopy doesn 't deform at all, very good
feedback (best ever), launching is great, max
speed is same as XENON with the same
wing loading, maybe a little less. Stability at
high speed is good, perhaps even better than
SPHINX, accelerated collapses open very
well. It's the best glider I've ever flown . Of
course, not an objective point of view, but try
it yourself!"
The XENON has been voted wing of the
year. Although firm guide lines for this new
award are still in discussion for next year,
participating magazine representatives and
members of the press, meeting at the St.
Hilaire Festival, unanimously agreed the
XENON was the most outstanding glider for
the year, in consideration of it's innovating
design and extraordinary competition results.
The end of another World Cup season
NOVA once
again
wins
the
and
Manufacturer's Cup by a large margin. 1st
NOVA 6924, 2nd ADVANCE 2950, 3rd
EDEL 1179.
NOVA pilots placed 9 out of the top 15
indi vidual places, and won 9 out of the 15
tasks. The XENON has claimed many
National titles allover the world; Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France and
Japan.
The real strength of the XENON is the
fact that some of these wins have been made
by previously internationally unknown, non
factory sponsored pilots on production
XENONs, surprising many sponsored World
Cup elite pilots on their one-off competition
prototypes.
For further information contact Rob
Schroettner on 042 674499.

. ..•...........•••..•••••.•••
Federation Aeronautique
Internationale Awards for 1994
Montgolfier Diplomas: Awarded by the FAI
Ballooning commission, these Diplomas
recognise the best sporting performances of
Hot Air Balloonists, Gas Balloonists, Roziere
Balloonists and major contributions to the
development of the sport of Ballooning in
general.
John WaLLington and Richard Smith of
Australia - best sporting performance of a
Roziere Balloonist (1993)
From 16th to 18th June 1993, a crossing
of the inhospitable Australian continent was
achieved by John Wallington and RH Smith
in a roziere balloon. The flight took 40 hours
and 20 minutes to cover 3,868.7 km, setting a
new world altitude record of 6,657 m in the
AM-8 class.

Activeair Sports, Stanvvell Park
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Steven Wayne Griffin of Australia - best
sporting performance of a Roziere Balloonist
(1994)

SKYSA1LOR

Similarly, the same techniques apply to
the effective running of an organisatin or
club, whether it be a multi-million dollar
business or a small recreation group reliant
on its many volunteers for its administration.

.----- -----""
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AVOCEt:

With this in mind the Volunteer
Involvment Program VIP developed a training program designed to teach individuals
the basics of club administration and management.

Solo pilot Steve Griffin flew across the
Australian continent from 6th-9th June 1994.
The flight took 56.5 hours to cover 3,425 km,
setting a new world altitude record of 7,923
m in the AM-9 class.

Lilienthal Medal: Awarded by the FAI
Gliding Commission to reward a remarkable
. performance in gliding or services to gliding
over a long period of time.
Terry Delore of New Zealand. Mr Delore
has been gliding competitively since 1980
and has scored many First and Second place
finishes in events such as the Air NZ Cross
Country Championships, South Island
Championships and the New Zealand
Championships. He has set World Records
and in 1994 broke the record for distance and
completed a flight of 2048 km, becoming
only the second person to fly in excess of
2000 kms.

Volunteer Involvement Program
5,157 volunteers attend VIP
courses
Good training techniques and programs
are vital to an athlete's or team's success and
are devised according to the demands of the
individual's sport or discipline.

Since then over 5000 people have gone
through these training programs which was
beyond all expectations. Running for about
an hour and a half to two hours, the courses
cover a variety of topics including gaining
and retaining volunteers, sponsorship, committee management, financial management,
marketing and planning and managing an
event.
For further information on the VIP training courses, phone Scott Porteous on 06
2851887, fax 06 2823440.
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A ltimeter. vertical speed Indicator (with
memory functions). multi-function watch.
temperature gauge and more. Records
t.hermals flown . Not a toy. a high-precision
altimeter & chronometer. Standard wristband for every day wear. optional extra
elasticised band to wear outside your flyIng Jacket In -flight. Accuracy to 10 feet.
MADE IN USA, FULL 2 YEAR AUSTRALIAN GUARANTEE. (Not a grey import)

New FAI World Record Attempts
Pilot: Pierre Faucon; Country: France;
Passenger: to be advised; Paraglider: to be
advised; Site: Cabo Paquica (Chi le) ; Type of
Record: Straight distance; Category:
Multiplace; Performance: 164 km; Date: 13
November 1995; Previous world record: 120
km Roland Wurgler 3/8/94

Cancellation of World Record
Claim

NOWONLY....

$180

Elastlcised wristband $22. Post$ 5.90

The class 0-2 (hang
gliders) claim by
Eric Beckman for
speed around a 100
km triangular
course has been
cancelled by the
US Hang Gliding
Association.

Credit card. Cheque or COD also OK.
All prices quoted tax exempt.

UL,RAUGH, FLYING
MACHINES

*

PO BOX 182. NTH BALWYN. 3104

(0:3) 9431-2131
24HR FAX (03) 431 -1869

Neil Mersham. Mark Maynes and Brian Braby assess the day during the Canungra Classic. photo Marie Jeffery
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ICOM radios. Garmin satellite
navigation units. all in stock at great I
discount prices ...

GARMIN GP5 45
ICOM 40 GX UHF
tCOM A-22 VHF
tCOM A-200 VHF
Call for a super price. Next day
Ansett delivery available.

UFM
(03) 9431-2131

L __________ •
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Paragliding Competitions

~ in Australia,
By Brian Webb
Slowly, surely, year by year the competitions in Australia have
gotten better and better. The quality of the comps have improved, the
variety of comps have increased and the number of comps available
each season has steadily grown.
The marked improvement of our competitions can be clearly
attributed to the people who have run those comps. Organisers such as
Ken Mitchelhill, Heinz Gloor, Peter Champion, Stuart Andrews and
Charley Fellay. Without these volunteers our comp circuit would be
second rate and the skill level of Australian comp pilots would be
sadly lacking.
Unfortunately the workload and stress factor of organising and
running major competitions is high. Most organisers manage one or
two then try something easier and more pleasant like climbing Mt
Everest or cleaning the Back Packer toilets. This doesn' t help
Australian paragliding but regrettably is reality.
There is and always will be a great need for clubs and volunteers
to run Regional and State competitions. These comps are the place for
young pilots to experience and learn comp skills and for organisers to
gain experience and confidence in managing and running competitions.

A PLIGHT FOR FLIGHT..
I often hear of pilots coming to Kalgoorlie looking for work
or just passing through . Unfortunately they're not bringing their gliders with them, th inking there is nowhere to fly
in this tin pot town!

BUT TH ERE lSI
Howdy! My name's Muz. I've lived in Kal for 15 years and
seen a lot of the area and a lot of Eagles soaring and
thermalling effortlessly to great heights and distances.
A year ago Andrew Humphries and the gang at Airsports
in Perth showed me how it was done. Since then I've been
an addicted Hangie, trying to satisfy my thirst for flying.
My dilemma is that I'm the only resident pilot here. (That
makes ground towing rather difficult.)
I have: • All ground towing accessories needed to fly
• Local knowledge of the area
• Good relations with pastoralists involved
• Access to sites
10,JOOO' cloud base is a regular site seen, but only
enjoyed by few. Some of the locals have a yearning desire
to soar with me but with no one to teach them .
If you're travelling around West Oz via Eyre Highway or up
from Perth contact me. I'll help you, for helping me gain
more experience in this fantastic sport of ours.
HAPPY HANGING! MUZ

#6J80~

Major comps such as the Nationals, Flatlands and the Vic Open
are developing into extended affairs of seven to nine days. In time the
NSW and Queensland titles will follow suit. The format of these
extended competitions give pilots a more equal opportunity to compete.
The service levels proscribed by the HGFA for these comps is
demanding to say the least but the result will be competitions of
International standard. They will unfailingly attract International and
World class pilots and this must raise the standard of Australian
paragliding. There is a need for managers with comp experience to
run these major comps.
The volunteers prepared to help run these extended comps are few
and far between. Consequently there is a move to hire and pay staff to
make these comps work. We would all be real happy to see people
work and be abused for nothing so that we can have a good fly but in
the long run you pay for what you get.
This year the Vic Alpine Open and the Nationals will be run on a
more "professional" basis. Everybody involved will be paid to reward
them for their endeavour and all the pilots should get corresponding
service.

The Nationals
The Nationals was scheduled to be run at Corryong. Sadly Stuart
Andrews had to withdraw from organising the comp and the paragliding committee were unable to find a substitute organiser with the necessary experience or desire to take on the job.
The committee asked me to consider combining the Pre World
Cup, scheduled for the 12 February, with the Nationals. This combined comp could not be run at Corryong, Mt Elliott could not realistically handle the expected seventy pilot entries. The decision was
made to move it to Bright. I hope we can handle them!
I have prepared a budget to try to demonstrate where then money
goes in a competition such as the combined Nationals and Pre
PWc. I confess clearly and loudly that I am not an accountant, if
I was I would not be running a paragliding school. If anybody
can meaningfully help us to rationalise the figures to run the
competition as efficiently but more economically then please
speak out.

1996 Nationals / Pre PWC - budget item analysis
I.

The entry fee is aimed at recovering all reasonable costs of
the competition.

2.

Sponsorship is expected to either subsidise the entry fee or
provide funds for prizes.
If anybody wants to sponsor the competition please contact
myself or the paragliding committee, we would be very
pleased to speak with you .

3.

We understand that out of date film may be used provided
we do not print the negatives. We hope to use a machine
that displays negatives on a TV screen. So this is a possibility albeit a remote one.
4.
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All primary films must be developed daily so that scores
can be posted each day. This is a HGFA requirement to help
the competitors to plan their flying strategy the following
day.
We intend to make extensive use of start gates for the tasks.
This will result in a high proportion of daily film usage as
most pilots will reach and photograph the start gate.

5.

We also have a responsibility to collect and process backup
films each day. I figure that a quarter of the field will submit
backup films .

6.

We are all going to have a damn good BBQ sometime during the compo Probably that one day when it rains.

Write to: Murray Wood
9 Broadarrow Road KALGOORLIE WA 6430

Phone #: (090) 21 5771

Film unit cost is circa $3 per roll. We may be able to buy
out of date film more cheaply provided all the competitors
will not hold the organisers responsible for any problems
that might cause.
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22.

As usual the bank takes a cut.

23.

We will need vehicles and fuel for
the staff.
We have budgeted for three cars.
Two at launch and one at goal.
Each car will cost $25 per day with
a fuel allowance of $25 per day.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The NEVHGC, the local North
Eastern club, have raised a levy of
$5 per pilot for all competitions
and commercial tours visiting their
area. This is intended to contribute
towards the maintenance costs of
the sites used.
The HGFA require us to issue a
hand book to competitors detailing
the comp organisation and requirements.
We need to provide adhesive number markings for the pilots and
their wings.

All pilots will require posting or
faxing of the registration forms and
follow up competition details.

12.

All of this paperwork has to be
paid for.

13.

And it has to be photocopied.

14.

The staff required for the registration process at the beginning of the
comp should be paid.

15 .

Unless we get some sponsorship
we will not be giving any prizes.

16.

One set of Trophies will be presented to places 1,2 and 3 and 1st
female for the Nationals comp,
another set for the Pre PWC winners.

17.

The office and head quarters have
been donated by the Alpine Pub.

18.

A prize raffle be drawn for those
landowners whose properties we
use during the compo
Each pilot who outlands will be
asked to get the landowners name
and phone number. At the end of
the comp a draw will be made and
at least one off our landowners
should be happier.

19.

The PWC name and logo requires
copyright for future use.

20.

The CIVL require a sanction fee to
allow the competition to qualify for
a category 2 sanction.

We need loos on the sites. I think
they will be quite busy.
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Same as 36.

38.

Same as 36.

39.

Hope nobody gets hurt.

40.

Ditto

N/A
N/A

Fruit and juice will be available
each day.

41.

25.

Map boards and maps at HQ and
on site must be provided.

43 .

The goal marshall is responsible
for the setting up of the finish gate
and accurately timing in all finishers. Estimated working day 1400
thru 1900, 5 hours.

44.

N/A

45.

The goal assistant is to help the
goal marshall with timing when the
goal gets congested, because we
will all be making goal won't we.
Estimated working day 1400 thru
1800,4 hours.

46.

N/A
N/A

26.

We need weather information each
day for site selection and task setting. Benalla Gliding Club provide
temperature traces for $5 daily.

27.

We hope the HGFA might pay for
some new astro turf on Mystic. But
that won't come directly from the
comp pilots pockets.

28.

The application for easing of airspace requirements come with a
fee to the CAA.

29.

The PWC rules demand that a
PWC delegate attend each competition to envigilate. We have to pay
for delegate's airfare and accommodation from Europe, ouch!
Hopefully we may have a delegate
in Australia soon - where are you
Cameron

30.

The organiser will be paid for all
pre organisation work .
Wages
All of the wages are on a sliding
scale linked to the number of pilots
on launch each day. The staff will
be paid a base daily rate plus a percentage bonus for every pilot on
launch each day.
Staff will be rewarded for the more
work that they do.

31.

32.

The daily meet director will be
paid a minimum of $75 per day.
With 80 pilot entries it will be $75
* 80% (80 pilots) =$135 .
Estimated working day, 0800 thru
2200, 14 hours.
The scorer daily base rate will be
$25, Estimated working day 2000
thru 0000, 4 hours. Poor bloke has
to score every pilot on two different scoring systems.

33.

The film checker is on a daily base
of $25 . Estimated working day
2000 thru 0000, 4 hours

34.

The gohper, daily base rate of $25,
estimated day of 1000 thru 1700, 7
hours

35 .

The launch marshall is responsible
for the prompt dispatch of all
pilots. Daily base rate of $30.
Estimated working day 1000 thru
1600, 6 hours

36.

The launch assistants will be helping the launch marshall to get us all

This means that the competition
will contribute points to the world
pilot ranking scheme.
21.

37.

24.

Rest assured there will be a great
deal of discussion about all aspects
of the compo This will be mostly
by telephone.

II.

of the hill QUICKLY. Daily base
rate of $25. Estimated working day
1100 thru 1600, 5 hours.

42.

47.

Profits
I'm sure you have noticed that the comp
could tum a profit after a certain number of
pilots register. The person who is responsible
for wearing the loss if enough pilots don't
turn up will also be expected to keep the
profit as the reward for taking that risk.
If the profit is deemed unreasonable then
don ' t go to his comps in the following years
although I understand that person will tum
the profit back to the comp if it should work
out that way
More importantly any money yielded
through bad weather resulting in the non use
of film costs or staff costs will be returned
back to the comp as directed by the paragliding committee.

Conclusion
That covers the currently identified costs
and income although I'm sure there will be
more. I am hoping to evolve this budget to
reflect the real cost of comps as we run the
Vic Open and the Nationals. The budget will
be available to anybody wanting to run
comps and have an idea of the costs
involved.
A set of accounts will be published following the comp and I will find it interesting
to compare this budget to those accounts.
I've never got it right yet!
I hope this helps pilots to come to terms
with the rising cost of competitions. They
could be cheaper if we could find real sponsorship but at the
end of the day I
reckon we should all
get used to the idea
. of paying for what
we get.

*
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So You WANT TO SOAR TIiE

By Al Giles
Morning Glories are travelling wave
clouds which come ashore from the
Gulf of Carpentaria in most dry
months, but most often from mid
September to late October. They stop
when the wet season begins, usually
November. They appear to be formed
from the collision of seabreezes from
either side of Cape York and under
the right meteorological conditions
they propagate to the south-west
over the Gulf and then inland. Near
Burketown they can arrive at any
time from early to late morning, but
most commonly between sunrise and
10 a.m. This means getting up at 5
a.m. at the latest and setting up on
the saltflats in the pre-dawn twilight.
At dawn, the MG will appear right across
the coastal horizon as a line of cu's which

PK on the wave
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slowly gets closer. When you can see the
smooth outline of the primary, you must be
ready to launch. It moves faster than you
might expect.

Predicting an MG for the next day is not
an exact science, but there are two useful
signs. The first is a good seabreeze the day
before (meaning good seabreezes on the
Cape). The second is a heavy dew the
night before (meaning saturated air,
to form good clouds). The locals
say that when the glass fridge doors
THE WAVES TYpiCAlly TRAVEl AT
in the pub show lots of condensation, there is a decent chance of a
AROUNd 40. . 50 kM/HR, bUT THE
Glory the next day. We watched
WEAk ONES ARE SlOWER (doWN TO
those doors carefully. Dr. Doug
Christie, a meteorologist from the
20 kM/HR) ANd THE STRONG ONES
ANU , says that a high pressure
MAy TRAVEl AT 70 kM/HR.
ridge over Cape York and a trough
over North Queensland almost
guarantee a wave. The more saturated the air, the lower the c10udbase on the
Glories do not usually occur every day
Glory; occasionally it touches the deck, but
even in 'high season ' , but appear to come in
this is rare. Typically, base is between 100'
'sets'. In our eleven days at Burketown, we
and 1000'. On the saltflats, agl=asl plus ten
had a set of five days straight (two weak, two
feet (at low tide) .
regular, one weak) followed by three wave-

less days, then a strong, a regular, and an
early evaporating Glory in the final three
days. The average for the last 5 years is one
wave every 2.5 days in high season, but 1994
provided waves almost every day in October,
while 1993 provided almost none at all.

The first week we spent at Burketown we
tried car towing up to the wave. It is possible
to catch the MG by car tow, but timing must
be precise. You will need at least 500 m of
rope and have to be at maximum tow height
just before the wave reaches you. This means
starting the tow to
the south (away
from the wave) several minutes before
this moment (dadaa,
kewpie doll please).
The wind at ground
level is a gentle
southerly
which
changes abruptly to
a brisk nor' easter as
the wave arrives.
This change occurs
as the leading edge
of the cloud passes
overhead, or just
after. If you station
someone 2-3 km
north-east of the
glider with a radio to
call the change in
wind direction, this
will give you a fairly
accurate start time
for the tow, depending on the speed of
the wave.
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The waves typically travel at around 4050 . kmlhr, but the weak ones are slower
(down to 20 kmlhr) and the strong ones may
travel at 70 kmlhr. Fast gliders only! A weak
MG looks like a slowly moving line of cu's.
A regular MG looks like a cylinder with a
fl at base. A strong Glory has the profile of a
ski slope, almost flat at the front, then a compound curve flattening out to cumuliform
tops at the back. The secondaries may be any
shape, and change it in flight.
We tried towing up to the secondaries but
could not get any decent lift off them,
although the sailplane boys fly them if the
primary dies. Apart from inside the primary
of a strong one, we never found much turbulence around the waves, whether below
them, between them or behind them.
However, the glider pilots warn that severe
turbulence can occur behind the primary if
you are crossing to a secondary. Our experience was: stay at the front of the primary and
you ' ll get smooth even lift. The lift band can
ex tend out in front of the primary wave for
quite some way at cruise altitude.
Burketown is about 30 km inland from
the Gulf coast and those kilometres are barren salt flats with a few vehicular tracks.
When dry, which is mostly, these saltflats are
firm and perfect for towing in any direction.
When wet, they can sink a bulldozer. Be
aware of spring tides and early wet season
storms and get off the saltflats fast if any
occur. Even a heavy dew makes the saltflats
gluggy and a tarpaulin makes for a more
pleasant set up area. We had no trouble tow-
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ing with the dolly, the trike or the 4WDs,
however, no matter how heavy the dew.
Aerotowing with a dolly is ideal, and
four pilots to one trike is a good ratio. One of
the four takes it in turn to drive for the day.
As you drive north-east out of Burketown
onto the saltflats before dawn, drop the first
pilot (ie, third to launch) off with all his gear
close to town. The second pilot gets dropped
off halfway to the coast. The third one (ie,
first to launch) sets up closest to the coast.
When the Glory is getting close, the trike
tows this pilot up first and drops him off in
wave lift, then heads back for the second
pilot. Meanwhile the driver has taken the
4WD down to the second pilot (with the
dolly, if you're using one) and helps him
launch, and so on for the last pilot. If you
stuff around or if you space the pilots too
closely, the wave will leave you behind.
The only problem with this arrangement
is when you're the third pilot fully set up and
ready to tow. in your harness at sunrise, with
nothing but a streamer on a stick to the flat
horizon. Then the early morning barramundi
fishermen come along and enquire after your
mental health. Especially when they've never
seen a hang glider before, but they know that
hang gliders only hang around hills, and usually at midday. Bolto kept the Edge wing set
up in town and flew out at civil dawn each
day to land by the most coastal glider and
wait for the wave.
Burketown has a sealed airstrip with beacon and night lights (for the Flying Doctor).
Billo consulted with Peter Rundle of

Townsville CASA and arranged clearance to
fly within 4 km of the strip. Bolto could fly
in and out of the airstrip since he had a VHF
airband radio. The local pilots, both rotary
and fixed wing, were quite happy to have us
around so long as they knew we were there
and we kept out of their way. They don ' t usually fly over the salt flats or around the wave.
The airstrip has about a dozen movements a
day and is owned by the local counciL
Burketown is the bush . At night there are
stars down to the horizon (and cane toads up
to it). We carried EPIRBs, signalling mirrors,
compasses, maps, water, food and had well
worked out procedures for the vanished
silent pilot. A GPS would be a good move.
Join the Ambulance Fund before you come
here. The local 'hospital' has one part time
bush nurse, and a Flying Doctor trip to Mt
Isa (or Brisbane) costs about what a new
glider does. When you're not flying,
Burketown offers landsailing on the saltflats,
swimming in the pub pool, the pub. brolga
baiting, the pub, barramundi (read catfish)
fishing, the pub, cane toad golf, the pub and
the pub. There are vicious beasts around the
rivers with a savage bite, and the crocodiles
don ' t like the sandflies either. There is a
store, a servo and a caravan park. The locals
are friendly.
If you want to set records, then this is
how. It' ll be your flying experience of the
decade, and it's here in Oz. Be prepared .
You'll have a blast.

*
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The old man moved with quiet dignity
thru the flock of skysurfers that nestled on
the ridge waiting for the day to breathe. He
noted the nods, but continued on his way,
bent on one particular task.
Perhaps sensing this, no one hindered his
passage, even though many would have liked
a word with him. For everyone knew the old
man, Dad as he was called. He was the oldest
stifty around.
The old man paused to scan the crowd,
letting his fingers stroke at the edge of his
white beard. Then, having located his quarry,
he rubbed his hands together and continued
up the slope.
The object of the old man's attention, sky
surfer Russ Karr, sat gazing into the morning.
Nearby sat his newly acquired companion,
Kam. The small guy was unusually quiet,
Russ thought. Normally it was difficult to
shut him up. Not so today. Maybe he was
mentally preparing himself for his flight,
Russ decided or perhaps just waiting for the
day to milke up its mind.

Not that Kam's silence really concerned
Russ. He had plenty of things to think about
himself.
All the previous night he' d lain in the
musty hotel room, on the bent bed that smelt
of shearers, and thought. About her. From the
next room came the muffled intermittent
coughs of a travelling cigarette salesman, and
closer still Kam's faint guttural snoring. But
none of that could expel the girl from his
mind. She was haunting him.
Divine. That was the word. It had jumped
into Russ' head from somewhere and just
wouldn ' t P#$@ off. Not a word he ever used
really. Until now anyway. But yes, there was
certainly something divine about that girl.
It had been quite early in the morning
when Russ finally managed to rid his mind
of the girl. And it was thanks to Kam that he
did. The grey of dawn was rubbing its eyes
and Russ had almost managed to drift off,
when the little guy began tossing in bed,
muttering excitedly. Suddenly he sat straight
up, bristling red hair, bulging eyes, and
yelled:

"Beware the Mother!!"
"Yeah righto Kam. Will do mate." Russ
yawned and turned over. He watched Kam
sitting bolt upright in his bed, and smiled.
Then Kam fell back onto his pillow. But
now his eyes were fixed on Russ. He was
breathing quickly, as though stressed. A
whisper drifted from his lips: "And the Son.
And the Son." Then his eyes slid slowly shut.
Although at the time Kam 's whisper had
sent a chill thru Russ, now, in the daylight, as
he sat on the ridge with all the other competitors, his thoughts were not on those crazy
mutterings. They had returned to the girl.
Russ couldn ' t see her anywhere, and it
annoyed him. Where was she? The rest of the
Greek team was there. Why not her!? It was
a perfect day. The comp would be on. Surely
she was a competitor. So where was she ?
Perhaps .. .. ..
Russ stood up to check a group of late
arrivals. Perhaps this was her, he thought,
straining his neck to see. Yes? But then hi s
view was completely blocked.
"Looking for someone old son?" a white
beard asked.
For a moment the anger rose in Russ. But
almost as quickly, a broad grin kicked across
his face.
"Dad! " he yelled. " You made it. Good on
ya mate!"
Russ grabbed the old man 's hand and
shook it hard as he stared into the leathery
face that smiled back at him.
"It's ready." the old man said, knowing
Russ would understand ..
"You don ' t mean ... ? A thrill sparked thru
Russ.
"Oh yes I do."
the old man winked
"And
it's
back.
incredible
mate!
Absolutely incredible! "
Russ would have
said more, but Kam
him
interrupted
before he could. The
small red-head had
watched the old man
arri ve. Watched the
two men greet each
other. Father and
son! He stepped forward, thrusting his
hand at the man and
saying, " Ah ! Dad
o' Luss.
Dad
o' Luss."
He repeated the
phrase over and
over, laughing loud,
so very pleased with
his di scovery.
To be
continued ...
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Cairns Hang Gliding Club Inc

Greetings and Salutations to one
an' all.
Yes! It 's true; there is somebody besides
our articulate leader who is able and willing
to put pen to paper so to speak. I've heard
varying reports as to the why's and wherefores of Luke's demise with the competition at
Canungra (I am, of course, referring to the
plaster cast on his arm) .
I was speaking to Luke at MacDonalds
the day after he arrived back in Cairns, so I
could finally clear up this story. He tells me
he wasn ' t having much joy in the competition. So that he could at least come to Cairns
winning something, he decided to have a
race to the end of the paddock with a cow.
Apparently they were neck and neck, side by
side racing, racing until the end. The cow
stopped, Luke didn ' t!! But he was quick to
point out that he did come in first by a smelly
cow's breath!
Anyway, I' m deviating here. The point of
this caption is to inform all of you that I have
organised an evening of meteorology at the
General Aviation Terminal Meteorology
Department. I would like to know who will
be able to attend so that I can give an idea of
numbers . This subject is to be closely related
to hang-gliding and an evening of questions
and answers can only build on what we
already know and clear up any misconception we might have. Very worthwhile, I feel.
Telephone me on 537149.
O.K. guys, don ' t forget that Xmas is only
around the corner, in fact, as I speak now
there are 59 days until you can rip open the
present you bought yourself... and the kids '
pressies too, if you get really excited!! It is
also that month when everybody blows the
previous New Year 's resolution of a carefulwhat-you-eat-this-year into oblivion.
Rega rds
Tony Rath

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
The Gladstone hang gliding club has held
one of the best meeting it has had in a long
time. It was at the round table meeting at the
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Club hotel, where drinks and meals were
enjoyed before the meeting got started.

pilot, made the arrangements for everyone to
go out there and have a great time.

We would like to take this opportunity, to
welcome the Biloela boys to our club. They
are Paul (give me a new glider skin) Barry,
Jeff (I can build anything) Craig, and Brian (I
want more packing for my glider) Dully, also
not forgetting our new WA member Jack
Robinson.

Thank you Mark and to the townspeople
of Mitchell. A special thanks to the Mitchell
Shire Council for closing the airport for us.

The meeting progressed with the idea of
having a name change. The reason being,
now that the bilo boys have joined us, there
are only two Rockhampton pilots, who we
would like to join us under a new club name
incorporating the three districts.
Real point scoring always brings tears to
my eyes. Just when you think you're ahead
on points you get them stripped off you to a
point where you almost feel naked.
I hope most clubs use this real point system as it is great entertainment value at the
end of a meeting.
Now comes the time in the life of a
(HANG GLIDING) club, where we have to
confess our si ns, by admitting that we have,
not one but two jellyfish pilots in the club.
They are Heike Hanamm and Peter Johnson,
who I believe deserve a mention and to clear
the air that they are human, even if we can't
convert them over to hang gliders.
The weather up here in Gladstone is like
owning a boat to go to the reef for fishing
(always blowing too strong or the wrong way
on the weekend). The best weather just lately
seems to be in the middle of the week. I hope
it changes soon.
NOSE .DOWN AND RUN FAST
Hans Respondek

A more comprehensive report including
photos will be in next month's Sky sailor.
If you haven't booked your accommodation for the Rainbow Beach comp yet, there
is still time. This is a great comp for Novice
and Intermediate pilots as well as Advanced.
The dates are from 27 December 1995 and
for 3 flying days. The cost of the comp is
only $30. Remember to bring your tow bridles. If you require any more details please
phone Geoff Borthwick on 074 760784 or
Cathy Edmunds on 074 463421.

As this is the last Sky sailor before Xmas,
on behald of the Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club I would like to wish everyone a
very Merry Xmas, safe flying and a Happy
New Year.
Cathy

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
Club

AGM Shock!!!
The Annual General Meeting was held
on Sunday, 29th October. A BBQ was held
afterward to counteract the more formal part
of the proceedings. The people have spoken!

Sunshine
Coast Hang
Gliding Club
On the weekend
of 11-12 November
club members made
the long drive to
Mitchell in western
Queensland for a
towing weekend .
Mark Lawler,
who is a school
teacher at Mitchell
and also a fellow
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State, Club and Region News
Status Quo remains (the club situation that is,
thankfully not the band).
The greater part of the exec committee
was re-elected, with the exception of Mark
Mitsos, who has decided to take a break from
the rather thankless Senior Safety Officer
(SSO) role for a while. Thanks to Mark for
all your efforts over the years!
The winning (?) entrants for this year
are:
President Rob Fakes
Secretary Karen Lederer
Treasurer Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret.
Welcome to Pascal, who is taking on the
SSO role for the first time, and is very much
looking forward to getting into it!
We had some excellent feedback from
members at the AGM - there were some
excellent ideas pertaining to what we should
be doing to make the club more attractive to
pilots, and we will be doing our best to put
those and other ideas into practice.
Some of the ideas tossed about were clinics and talks with competition and highly
experienced pilots; more inter-club competi-

winner, you MUST have your entry in before
the Christmas party. Go forth and encounter
lift!

Rules from the OPs Manual
tions; bi-monthly/quarterly BBQ and other
social events; talks from manufacturers; nostalgia nights with old gliders and 8 mm films,
more fabulous "Muddy" slide shows!!!
Above all, we want to put an emphasis
on flying and fun at the meetings (well not
actually flying at the meetings, but stuff
that's closely related to it). In particular, we
encourage schools and pilots to invite students and new pilots to the meetings.

T'was the night before the
Christmas Party...
And ours is set for I st December. This
year's venue is the Clifton Hotel. We're
working on the entertainment side of things
right now. Stand by for details, but above all
RESERVE THAT NIGHT! Remember,
for out-of towners, the Clifton has rooms
available at a minimal charge $20As
usual ,
30.
everyone is welcome, so don' t be
shy!

Stranger Than
Fiction
The competition has been hotting up for the
paragliding . secof
the
tion
Lawrie's In-Outand Return trophy,
but there's still
almost a month
before
it
all
becomes history.

The Sydney Microlight Centre is Sydney's closest
approved microlight training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.

Learn to fly at our fully eAA licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial Instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather permitting).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018 603 009 (airfield)
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Incredibly
though
(mostly
because of the
weather I guess)
entries have been
somewhat lacking
in the HG section
of the competition. Don't miss
your chance to be
the proud lifetime
owner of one of
the unique and
fabulous
auld
mugs Kieren has
crafted for us. If
you want to be a

For a lot of people on the hill, it seems
like their HGFA Ops manual may as well
have been buried in the family crypt with
Great Aunt Jemima. Let's face it, it's not riveting bedtime reading, but it is our bible as
far as flying is concerned.
To help ensure our members are flying in
accordance with the regulations, we plan to
visit just one small section of the manual
each newsletter. We hope this will contribute
to a safer flying environment here.

Safety Officers
Who are the Safety Officers of the club?
Come forward and be counted. Call the SSO
Pascal (042) 943533 or Pres/Sec - Rob/Karen
(042) 942273 NOW!!!

Safety Tips
During day light saving you MUST sti ll
land before dark
Sandon point is NOT a novice site.
Do not take off in E-NE winds. An
advanced pilot may be able to take off in
these conditions but the safety committee
recommends that no pilot, regardless of
experience, should fly from the bald hill
easterly face in these conditions.
Come to the next safety committee meeting - all suggestions are welcome. A Safety
Workshop will be announced in next month's
newsletter.

Recommendations This Month
Here's some of the recommendations
from the last safety committee meeting held
26/10/95.
Visiting pilot Signs to be placed on both
wind sock posts alerting them to contact
a Safety officer before flying from Bald
Hill
A maximum of 3 pilots flying for 15
minutes in light conditions on Easterly
and Southerly face.
These recommendations are to be discussed at the next meeting.

Membership
If you haven't paid membership since
September 1995 then your membership has
definitely expired. Don't despair, we'll
accept your renewal at the next club meeting
- just bring along your $10. Members are
entitled to borrow videos and magazines
from the club. Ask for details at the next dub
meeting.
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Wanted
The club needs you now ...

Handy man to fix Notice board and to
design a vandal proof wind sock mast for
Bald Hill.
Sign writer for new signs on hill.
Greenkeeper to make toupee for bald hill.
If you fit this description please call
Karen on (042) 942273 or 0411 362273 . We
need to talk.

Miscellaneous
Does any member
address? If so, pleasc
divul ge your details and
some great flyin g info
Interested?

have an internet
contact Rob and
he will distribute
directly to you.

The emergency phone access on Bald
Hill has been barred by Rex. The council has
been contacted and will resolve this issue
shortly. Please direct all concerns to the club
secretary, Karen.

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The second round of the inter-club competition was held at Cooplacurripa over the
weekend of 11-1 2 November. This round
was organised by the Sydney club on whose
behalf the responsibility fell to Joh n Trude.

height to make the downwind run to Dalrae
property to score distance.
At time of writing scoring had not been
completely finalised but provisional positions are LBM I st, Northern Beaches 2nd,
Sydney 3rd. If these provisional positions are
correct this places the LBM and Northern
Beaches neck to neck on 8 points each and
Sydney trailing a bit on 2 points with one
round to go.
The last round due to take place on the
weekend of 2-3 December but for a number
of reasons has now been postponed to a date
yet to be decided in early February 1996.
Our club has now adopted the practice of
an early morning radio link up on weekends
to discuss the day's flying possibilities. You
can find us at 8 am on Saturday and Sunday
on UHF Ch 2 duplex. So if you are looking
for someone to fly with on the weekend and
are in range of the aforementioned repeater
which is in Blacktown, tune in.
Our club competition is hotting up with
15 pilots now posting scores. The leaders are
Craig Jones on 3 10 pint, Walter Krainix on
252 points and Graeme Garlick on 162
points. Walter may now step back a bit
thougha s he is out of the air for a few
months due to an industri al accident (would
you believe it if I told you he was a postie,
and was attacked by a dog on his rounds?) .
On behalf of the club I wish everybody a
very l)appy Christmas and safe and enjoyable
flying in '96.
David Middleton, President

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Monday 14th November Meeting
It always gets interesting when Bill
comes back from the northern hemisphere
season. We always get an off beat angle to
official events over there. The Spanish Fly-in
went as you have probably already read, but
so dominant are Thomas and Manfred now
that the guy who comes third actually feels
as if he was won.
The comp was well organised with a
novel scoring idea which everybody liked.
You lost points for every minute you took off
after the first pilot and you lost points for
every minute you landed after the first pilot
into goal. This meant pilots were compelled
to fly their own race to an extent.
Then to Hungary where it seems we can
learn from their 'production line' towing system. Using the most primitive 503 trikes,
they managed to get 200 pilots into the air in
30 minutes. They felt that Bill and Clive's
dragon flys would give some pilots an
advantage(??) so they got to tow the girls up.
Right up Bill's alley that would have been .
The weather was so lousy that had the wind
dummy entered, he would have won the
compo All other pilots waited until it was too
late.
Attila sold his XS to a Hungarian pilot
and had to fly a Russian kite ... He won the

The Saturday saw the wind over the back
but lightly cycli ng up the face occasionally
enough to allow launch. It was decided that
Ken Hill preparing for a task during the Canungra Classic
launch was too hazardous to allow a compePhoto by Marie Jeffery
tition task to be set so the day was cancelled.
Most pilots flew anyway, with
,.......--~--:::-~;;;:7-;::------------------,.
everybody going pretty much
straight to the LZ. That meant a
pretty ea rl y finish and back at the
campsite for a swim in the ri ver or
a canoe paddle and the BBQ fires
were soo n burning.
The Sunday saw the wind pick
up to over 30 mph in gusts and up
to 90 0 cross . A task was set of
open di stance or duration, more in
desperation than any thing else.
Some pi lots wisely elected not to
tly. Those who did, unsurprisingly
ran into a great deal of turbulence
and most once again ended up in
the LZ. Generall y pilots had better
duration than Saturday as it was
ri dge soarable if you had the stomach for severe turbulence within
200 ft of ridge top tree tops. Five
pilots did however get enough
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comp which he was a little sheepish about in
the Moyes camp.
We will be seeing some great innovations
in the ultralight category from that part of the
world. Checks, Poles and Ukraineps are
showing huge talent in that area.
Cost wise, Gtitesiegel certification has
now become a joke. If the weather is not
good enough in Germany to test a new glider,
the pilot takes off to Spain or somewhere
where the weather may be better, does the
flight testing and charges the whole trip to
the manufacturer. It seems that manufacturers are paying more and more to fund an ever
growing band of hangers on which will translate into more expensive gear for us. This
and other outrageous rorts have caused manufacturers to throw all toys out of their
respective cots and certification may well
end up in countries like Hungary where the
price is affordable and the attitude in the
right place.
A second Air Park has now opened in
Florida which takes advantage of the convergence of the two sea breezes, one from the
Gulf and the other from the Pacific. Winter
flying down there sounds like a beginners
and trainers dream, simply tow up and
instruct the pilot to stay in the cloud's shadow. Flying at between 4 and 6 grand, you can
stick to Highway 27, so pick up is perfect.

There has been another theft at Ryleston.
The #$@%%@ made off with equipment
which would be as much use to them as a
boil on the butt. When Clive reported it to
the Police, he invited one of the guys to
come for a fly. The man is now hooked and
pops by the site three or four times a day just
to keep an eye on things for us.
Attila had also had some good and bad
news from Ryleston. He towed up into some
pretty mediocre air but got away. It improved
as he headed west, 5 hours later and 220 kms
he decided hepd better land before he ran out
of habitation. He landed at 7:00 pm on a
farmer's air strip and called to tell Bill and
Clive where he was. That's the good news ...
The bad news was all Attila's. Nobody was
going to do the 800 km pickup and return to
Sydney on the Sunday night, so Attila, 'see
what you can do buddy'. He stayed the night
enjoying some good old Ausie bush hospitality, hitched to the nearest railway station on
the Monday and arrived back in the middle
of our meeting. That sets the Ryleston record,
well done Attila.
Dave gave us the guts of the Canungra
comp which Ipm sure will be well covered in
this edition, Dick Heffer covered an interesting trip to Wilcannia and John Trude the 3
Clubs Comp, the third leg of which has now
been postponed until 1996.
I have a message for all pilots regarding
Cooplacurripa ...

!F9(t£t£ !FLI q

The site is very nicely cleared thanks to
equipment brought up by Dane and others
and the valley is as beautiful as ever. You
may now find that the welcome by Hans and
Renate at DeIrae a little better than you may
have experienced in the past.
Back in the Coopla Cup days, pilots
would be pilots and this did not quite gel
with the sort of place they wanted to promote
as DeIrae. Their attitude became such that
Manila completely took over from Coopla
and Coopla simply overgrew. Ros and I
stayed at Delrae the weekend before the 3
Clubs Comp at Coopla and I broached the
subject with Renata. A touchy one, let me
tell you as I had camped up on the ridge at
the take off the weekend before, which they
were not happy about.
Anyway, I explained that the pilots were
made to feel that they werenpt the right sort
of people to be staying at Delrae. However, if
we camped elsewhere, we still needed to get
through their property if we wanted to fly the
site but felt that we had deprived them of the
revenue by staying elsewhere. A bit catch
22-ish.
I suggested they started a camp ground
well away from the up-market pool and tennis court scene, somewhere up-river perhaps.
The response was that they really were not
interested in that sort of business. They were
very happy for pilots to camp at Knorrits,
come through their land on the way up the

!J{rrs

Due to increased demand, Sky Cycles have further
expanded their range of new and used trikes

We now have Venturer, Edge Executive and Quantum available ex-stock.
See them at Moorabbin Airport or fly at Tooradin or Mangalore
1, All trike owners - free demo flights in the latest models.
2. Any qualified pilot (glider, GA, AUF & HGFA) - free Trial Introductory flight.
3, Any person presenting this advertisement - half price TIF

Second hand trade-ins and microlight accessories also available

The Best
Prices!
The Best
Products!

QUANTUM
EDGE
'VENTURER

Phone Sky Cycles for an information pack or to
•
.
arrange the flight that you will always remember. Ph. 0395875975 & ask for John Oliver
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ridge and pay $5.00 per pilot which they will
use to maintain the roads and bridges that we
use on their property.
Although it wasn't confirmed, the take
offs may also be on their property. The rain
forests to the west of the take offs is theirs,
so perhaps they have a point. I did say that
the sport was getting much larger and that
pilots come from all walks of life and that
their attitude may well be losing them buckets of business.
So in short, it's $5.00 per pilot if you go
through their property and you will be welcome to do so. Delrae is a nice place to stay,
a little on the steep side but great for those
who have wives and kids who would rather
spend their day playing tennis and tanning by
the pool than waiting for you to take off and
then pick you up.
That's it.
Greg Wilkinson

ACT Hang Gliding
Association
Hang glider and paraglider pilots attended a parachute re-pack night recently. For
some of us it was the first time we had
attempted to throw our reserve parachutes,
and one or two pilots experienced difficulties
with the exercise. We managed to resolve the
problems encountered and all parachutes
were re-packed successfully.
A number of Canberra pilots went to
Bri ght for the "Not the Vic Open" event. We
all managed to have a flight or two, but rain
kept us out of the skies for most of the time.
It was still a good learning experience for
many of the Canberra group.
Arrangements for the March Paragliding
Festival are well in hand, with a number of
fun events already organised. There will be
fancy dress events, spot landings on a giant
milk carton, heaps of fun prizes to be won
and entertainment all day no matter what the
weather brings. THE DATES ARE 29th to
3 1st March. $50.00 buys you accommodation , breakfast and dinner for the whole
weekend. Local pilots will take you into their
homes, show you the local sites and make
sure you have a good time. We need to know
that we will have sufficient numbers to run
the event by the end of January, so if you
want a fun weekend flying in the nation's
capital , phone Isobel on 015 625694 and let
her know.

Ca therine Thorpe, Secretary

~~~~

PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

Sky High Paragliding Club
Hello everyone!
The Not the Vic Open weekend was a
wet one but I hope a good time was had by
all. I enjoyed seeing pilots from all over the
world converge on Bright with large contingents from Sydney and Canberra. It was
great to catch up with some familiar faces
and to see so many new ones. Saturday was
the only day that was flyable really, although
some did attempt to fly between the storms
on Sunday! The dealers' show on Saturday
was colourful with gliders strung from the
walls and ceilings and some new gadgets to
play with. The BBQ on Saturday night was
well attended with Terry and the crew from
the Outdoor Inn doing a fine job cooking for
about 100 people! Thanks also to Joe and
others for their efforts in organising the
weekend. (for a full report see December's
issue of Australian Paragliding News)
Some good flying has been had down at
the coast with Bruce and the novice crew
making the most of any flyable weather.
Myself, Scotty Bennett, Wally Callato and
Mike Jowett had a nice glide from Thistle
Hill/Mt Broughton after having spent in
hindsight far too such time thinking about
flying! This site has great potential but it is a
long glide to the paddock. Please contact
myself or Eastern Hang Gliding Club before
flying this site (numbers in front of
Skysailor).
Club weekends away include a trip to
Beaufort, 16th and 17th December and a
gathering at Corryong sometime over
Christmas and New Year. If you are interested check out the details in APN or give us a
call.
There is no meeting in January so I'll see
you all at our new, yet to be found venue the
first Wednesday in February. Merry
Christmas and good flying to you all!
See you high in the sky!
Rachael

Eastern Hang Gliding Club Inc
Hi folks,
We know the flying season has finally
arrived because the road to the ramp on
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Donna Buang is open. Actually it was a little
late in opening due to the DCNR 'Officer in
Charge' being on leave - thank you to John
Carter for getting the gates open when they
were. The fact that he is worldng at the bottom of the mountain and has recently purchased racks for the work car, I'm sure had
nothing to do with it! Late evening sea
breeze flights can be very relaxing after a
hard day at work - I know because I also
work at the bottom of the mountain and so
does Tony Caneva - terrible, isn't itIThe
mountain is already providing some good
flights as of the date of this article being
written (Nov 14th - the night before Marie's
dreaded deadline! ), and promises another
good season with, I suspect a lot more exploration around to the north via St. Leonards.
We'll wait and see what the more intrepid
pilots among us can do. The ramp is in good
working condition having been repaired yet
again by Tony and Harry (thanks to you fellas and anyone else I may have overlooked).
A mesh covering will be going down soon
and hopefully this will put an end to the
destructive habits of rock launching that
those landbound among us of considerably
lesser mental abilities are inclined to indulge
in.
We were hoping to have a towing club
competition this year in conjunction with the
paraglider pilots who are also members of
Eastern. This hasn't been arranged due to
overlapping interests and has been rescheduled for February/March 1996 where winds
are generally lighter and more in favour with
the paraglider pilots for towing. The aim will
be to foster better understanding among the
two modes of flying and above all, to have
fun . More news closer to the date.
We had an interesting evening late
September with a parachute seminar at
Paradynamics. Everyone who attended got to
have a go at being tossed around whilst
hanging in their harness and deploying their
chute. Most worked as they were designed to
do however one chute didn't deploy due to
being caught on the restraining pins.
Fortunately the problem was found at an altitude of three feet not three thousand. A lesson for all of us. Make sure your equipment
is suitably maintained and serviced. If you
are unsure about something - ask a person
who does know or who can guide you in the
right direction. This is where Senior Safety
Officers prove their worth and we are certainly fortunate to have all those great, great
many years of experience and wisdom accumulated by Harry, our venerable SSO.
A reminder to anyone corning to our
scintillating meetings at York on Lilydale
that videos are welcome (the flying variety)
and that we have a regular buy and sell segment in addition to the many other absorbing
agenda items. So see you at the bistro from
7:00 pm, then onto the Pavilion afterwards
from around 8:00 pm.
Stay high and legal,

Lance Sheppard

*
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STOLEN
From overseas tourist: Aircotec Vario/ASI in
sock in purple bag ph Nimrod Sapir 066 223547

WANTED
Harness to suit 6'4" 115 kg Ige build ph Joe 066
843711
Hang glider to suit 65 kg novice. Would prefer
a smaller glider. Also harness, parachute &
vario. Please call us ASAP as we live in the
country & it seems most things sell before we
even receive our Skysailor. Peter or Sarah 057
951232
Trike - AirBorne Executive Edge ph 02
9629000 pager no. 147180

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all parag/iders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland

90-115 kg all up weight 50 hrs airtime solid thermailing canopy great fun to fly $3200 ono ph
Bega Bill 064 941525 24 hrs

Victoria
Airwave Rave 24 sqm inVadv wing in A 1 cond
(used for only 1 season) Suitable for pilot weight
45-60 kgs. A high performance wing that feels
solid (ACPUL Certification: 11 As, 1 B) has great
sink rate & good speed. $3000 will get you an
excellent canopy for XC flights & the odd comp below what you'd pay for a beginner's wing! For
enquiries call Chris Danger on 03 96893250
Nova Philou 23 sqm all up weight 60-85 kg , 8
hrs inland airtime Uust 20 flights) in ex cond
speed system great nov/int glider, safest certification (DHV1) $3400 also
Skyline " Superseded" harness very comfortable lots of pockets & adjustments 8 hrs airtime
ex cond $590 will sell together for $3900 (an as
new glider & harness for the price of a new glider) contact Pete Ciszewski 03 92148597 bh, 03
94972421 ah
Space 27 barely 20 hrs airtime suit pilot 75-100
kg green clean intermediate wing. Never seen
more than 3 hrs at the coast, hasn't been swimming or climbing trees. No damage, excellent
cond o$2900 or best offer Kevin on 0419 314417
mb 03 98693415 bh 0394281713 ah

Edel Space 27 sq m v safe int glider brand new
lines $1900 ono with Edel Force harness $1800
Rating 12 As plus
Apco Supra 28 only 20 hrs flying black & white
rating 11 Ass & 1 B Acpul $2900 ph Andrew 018
805522

Nova Phoenix 128 30 hrs airtime all up weight
80-100 kg ec $2400 DHV certification ph 03
7761566 mb 018 510737

Paraglider Navajo 31 SHV/ACPUL, 3/94 with
harness, speed system, Charly 84 reserve,
varia, helmet etc. 90-120 kg , top cond, safe,
fast with unbelievable handling (9A11 B/ 1C), a
good high performance wing! $2100 ono ph/fx
07 38241769 Mario

Nova Sphinx 29 sqm pilot weight 90-117 kg
white with pink cell walls ex cond 10 As , 2 Cs
$2100 also
High Energy reserve for paragliders long bridle
$350 also
Sjostrom instruments for paragliders 6 mths
old only used twice $400 ph 03 4581632, 018
554872

Paraglider Wills Wing IT 125 novlint ACPUL all
As suit pilot 80-100 kg with harness gd cond
$12000 ph Roland 07 55965679

Nova Sphinx 29 sqm 85 hrs n 10 As 2 Cs ec
as new $2000 ph 03 94581632, 018554872

22-24 sq m paragliderlharness nov-int 50-70
kg ph 060 243005 Vic AH

New South Wales

SA

Nova Phocus 29 sq m white pink 12 As DHV2

The helmet comp pilots wear.

The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

It's the best money can buy.
Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
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New South Wales
Trikes for sale: AirBorne Edge Executive 582
cc T2-2683 full instruments electric start, covers ,
immac. Also
Edge 582 T2-2525 new sail totally reconditioned
motor & gearbox, full instruments ec also
Edge 532 T2-2528 C-type gearbox new sail trailer ballistic parachute, communications. Phone
the Sydney Microlight Centre if you're serious
about flying 042 941031
Foil 139 Combat int ex cond $2000 ono ph Lee
065565265
Sting 166 nov gc $1450 also available various
harness & vario altimeter call Russell 018
404254 BH or 043 404060 AH
Sting 166 novlint in ex cond suit pilot 60-90 kg
blue LE white & grey US $1900 ring Chris on 02
5558408 h or 02 2394300 w
Moyes Mission 170 nov 2 greens US white TS
vgc $1200 ono also
Moyes Pod harness suit 5'10" 2 tone blue with
reserve chute ex cond $400 ono ph 066 840194
Moyes Tracer Step Thru harness black fluoro
yellow used twice plus
Headway 701 helmet fluoro yellow as new ph
Richard 02 6561467 BH, 026561040 AH
Aero Racer 150 int with speed bar 5 hrs flying
time only like new whitelbluelfluoro yellow $2400
ph Richard 02 6561467 BH , 02 6561040 AH
Sting 166 novlint sky blue & fluoro yellow just
had 100 hr check by Airborne $1800 ph David
026892107
Xtralite 147 exp int schmick cond power rib purple blue only 30 hrs use no aerobatics $4000
also
Flytech varia with bracket & velcro straps $460
ph 069 212602
Ball 651 vario/altimeter with one foot increment

Exact Junkers 26 sqm 70-90 kg 3 mths old
$2500 ph Gary
083772535

UVEX

ers (trikes) offered for sale must
state their registration number,
otherwise they cannot be accepted for publication,

Advance Alpha
27 pilot wt 85100 kg all up
excellent int
canopy immac
cond 3 yrs old
limited airtime
incl seat harness
$1800 to a good
home ph John
085522595

HANG
GLIDERS
Please note:
All powered
hang glid-

& high & low range switch $250 ph Ian 02

'5672480 h
Garmin GPS 45 as new $650 ono ph 067
821073
Moyes Mission 170 absolutely as new with pod
& chute fluoro green yellow orange $2000 the lot
or nearest offer ph Mike 02 5432429 ah or 0418
611906 anytime
Sting 154 novlint pink purple & It blue 1 yr old &
8 hrs flying time as new cond $2200 also
Air Support harness 1 yr old blue & black as
new cond $500 also
Icom 40 GX UHF transceiver access: HS-51
vax headset CP-13 car battery charger BP-130
A emerg battery case & BP 174 battery pack
used once only $500 also
Wingtech towing bridle used twice $40 also
Apco Hi-vision full face helmet size L new
never used $100 also
Trolley hand made to carry glider $50 will sell as
complete package for $3000 ph Ron on 043
434830

SKYSAILOR

Aero 165 Race nov/int green trilam LE red &
yellow US 25 hrs old made December 94 ex
cond $2300 ono also
Magic IV 166 int blue LE orange US fitted with
VG sail is still crisp comes with spare aerofoil
upright gc must sell only $200 also
Ball 651 vario immac cond very responsive &
very tough bargain at $350 ono ph 018 474035
AH or 042 943701 AH
Aero 170 Race nov whitelblue LE pinklblue US
fully faired new wires VB speed bar top cond
$1400 ono also
PA Bullet chute drogue deployment suit trike or
ultralight recent repack by PA $800 ono Peter
Boyne 02 7961298 AH , 02 2877869 BH
Edge 582 T2-2584 May '96 rego white pod &
spats 240 original hrs top cond set-up &
hangared always new Ivoprop & spare timber
prop $12,500 also
Comunica helmets & headsets kit $1000 ph
Greg 069 472100 bh or 069473460 ah
AirBorne Sting 154 novlint grey It green & purple sail speed bar AirBorne emblem on sail only
been used for 4-5 hrs flying $2500 also
Air Support harness black & orange fit 5'8" person brand new as well $500 ph 065 411570
Foil 152 Combat II good looking glider still very
crisp v low hrs (also have LE sleeves if you want
to fit them , plus batten profile) ex cond $2200 ph
Hep 042 942817 Stanwell Park
Gyro 11180 nov excellent beginner & novice glider (or for pilots wanting manoeuvrability on lower
flying sites) A custom made glider with thicker
sail cloth & mylar leading edges. Recently new
side wires Excellent condition $1000 ph Hep 042
942817 Stanwell Park
Pacific Wings Lynx 26 80-95 kg demo wing
with only 4.5 hrs has new wing warranty purple
top white US green LE ex glide very fast $2800
ph Steve 060 271739
Foil 150B Race int pink LE blue US white MS gc
$300 ono ph Paul 02 3448504
Mars 170 nov ec only 30 hrs airtime new wires
$800 also
harness & helmet $200 ph Steve 015 597096
Murwillumbah
Sting int very low hrs in new cond , Skysystems
harness & parachute $2800 the lot or will separate ph 049 874677
Blitz 155 sail & Blitz 137 sail leftover stock that
must be sold. Give-away price just to clear the
shelf. Both absolutely brand new & ex1remely
shiny. Swap for 150 carabinas or $500 each 049
499222
Gyro 11160 nov our trusty Gyro has taken us
down the practise dunes & up to 7000' now it's
time to upgrade to a warmer ship so the Gyro's
yours for only $700 & we'll throw in an apron
hamess to train with ph John or Luke Elliott 065
689060 B 065 695498 AH
Aero 145 novlint 18 mths & 80 hrs old spare
speed bar $1750 ono ph Wayne 047 291805 or
047390219
Airborne Edge T2-2525 new wing engine just
serviced full instruments covers imrnac cond ex
value for money $14,500 ph 042 941031
Sting 166 novlint sky blue & fluoro yellow just
had 100 hr check by Airborne $1800 ph David
026892107
Trike Skylink Hornet 532 T2-2537 82 hrs only
ex cond full instruments complete maint. log,
flight log & spares. Ivo prop, carby heat & fitted
ballistic emerg. chute. Reliable & safe. Never
bent. Looks & flys great 55 kt+ cruise , only one
owner from new. Includes custom trailer with full
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cover, suit new buyer $13,900 also
VHF Icom MKII radio plus 2 helmets with intercom $1 ,000 Sydney AH 02 9722853, BH 02
9137190, mob 0412172159
Probe 1165 int 81/82 model carabiner, apron
harness, new helmet 2 books, wheels $750 or
offer ph 068 863526 evenings
Aero Race 150 int (only 8 hrs flying time!) fluoro
pink LE mid-grey US white TE new wires very
mint crisp cond $2200 also
Probe 175 int rainbow US gd cond $900 ono
also
Bandit 160 int ex cond for veteran glider all red
sail $200 ph Matt 042 943004
AirBorne Sting 166 int fluoro green grey US
faired uprights speed bar VB cord, new pod harness parachute flying suit $2900 ph Daniel 049
450980
Moyes XT 145 novlint fluoro blue/red 13 hrs airtime & tracer harness suit 5'6" FIy1ec 3005 &
Skywatch ASI & parachute & helmet & tow
release & Hang Gliding for Beginner pilots. The
lot for $3800 ph Adam 047 514349 H, 02
6240332 W
Blade 141 int 60 hrs only blue & white all kevlar
details ex cond $2800 ono ph Dave 02 8181505
or 0414 227029
Blitz 146 exp int comp glider new side wires profile very tight sail gc must sell to finance new
glider $1150 ph Paul 043 341919
Desire 141 int urgent sale as new cond 14 hrs
airtime kevlar LE red/purple US white MS bargain @ $2800 ono Geoff 042 941898
Magic IV 166 int vgc looks like new kept as 2nd
glider v low hrs new side wire retrofitted with
round uprights many spares $550 ono ph 02
5293583
AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 only 31 hrs Ctype gearbox covers standard instrumentation
with custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500
ono ph Peter 043 621015

South Australia
Sting XC 154 int purple TS white US white
AirBorne logo on TS kevlar LE VG etc as new
cond 55 hrs airtime leaving sport due to business commitments $2800 ono also
Moyes Tracer harness with chute purple with
fluoro orange pockets to suit pilot 6'-6'4" $750 ph
Alan 086 404685 ah 086 451390

Queensland
XT 165 int red LE blue US white TE vgc 90 hrs 2
spare base bars v clean must sell $1950 also
Henk Van Raalte pod with 18 gore chute suit
5'6"-6' ec $500 ono also
Icom IC 40G high voltage batt for full 5 watts
with charger vgc $400 ono also
Flytec 3005 variof with h/g bracket vgc $425 ph
0755463559

EGT WTG landing light etc always hangared
magenta LE fluoro yellow & fluoro orange US
white pod $21000 Bob 074 491141,018708551
Blade 141 exp int kevlar LE $2500 also
Parachute $200 ph Tony 07 55909719
Magic IV 166 int vg airfoil tubing red LE blue/yellow US vgc a great second glider for coastal flying $300 ph Ron 07 32054866 W
Mission 170 nov fair cond gd colours $1200 ph
078922753, 018879021
Skylink Hornet T2-2514 532 electric start 210
hrs full instrumentation superb fast cruise
machine in ec trailer incl $13,000 ph 07
32038481
Mission 170 nov gc no prangs white/red US
green LE white MS $600 ono ph 07 55982339
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2559 Ivo prop full
instrumentation 582 Rotax with centre console &
compass gc $9,990 ph Dale 07 33416268
Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk
bluelfluoro green US $3900 also
PA chute suit 5'7"-6' $750 also
Ball dual scale 651 vario $350 ph 07 55784322
BH, 07 55755204 AH
XS 155 exp int grey mylar LE pink & yellow US
ec $1000 also
Icom IC 40G ec $400 ph Mike 019 641129 or 07
55701699
Trike Pegasus XL 462 T2-2720 high power 2
seat certified with full instrumentation only 10 hrs
total airtime beautiful colours perfect cond as
new must sell $14,900 ono ph 074 490982 or
mobile 0419 721621 will organise delivery anywhere in Australia

AGO
~&R_
Specialising in all
makes &models
of
hang glider sails

Aero 170 novlint 45 hrs older model but gc It
blue LE pink US new bottom rigging & outboard
LEs $1100 can bring south ph 03 94295677
leave message Nick Dillane
XT 165 nov/int ec 60 hrs white MS red LE blue &
green US will be travelling from Mackay to
Brisbane prior to Christmas $2200 ph 079
538228 bh & ask for Dave or ph 079 546074 ah
Flight suit durable cotton drill with heavy duty
zips blue & gold to suit up to 6'3" pilot $120 also
Air Support harness in ec to suit up to 6'2" 90
kg (BIG!) pilot. Front entry harness with side mtg
chute. Very comfortable. $440 ph 079 546074
Trike AirBorne Executive 582 T2-2776 as new
70 hrs IT electric start full instruments compass

Call Andrew
018046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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XT 165 int ex cond fluoro colours
speed bar scrim LE heavy duty vinyl
travel case incl $2500 also
Flytec vario 3005 series as new $500
also
Henk Van Raalte harness designed
by a hang gliding legend suit 5'8"-6'
pilot. Bluelblack colours Equestrianstyle helmet included $350 also
Parachute for solo pilot never
deployed only re-packed $350 ph Boyd
0732690418 AH

8733473, BH 03 5415291
Quantum trike reg T2-2772 brand new
only 10 hrs on motor & 8 hrs flown high
powered 582 with electric start & full
spec instruments, EGT, water temp ,
VSI , ALT & air speed in spotless condition & a dream to fly, also with trailer
custom built & brand new helmets,
training bars, trike cover & flying suit all
purchased together. Will also toss in a
Trimble GPS for quick sale, don't wait
weeks or months to fly, fly tomorrow
$28,500 ph 03 97991416

XT 165 int only 12 hrs airtime White
top LE & fluoro yellow US $2300 ph
Murray W 0738387519 AH 07
33457042

Mission 170 nov red LE white TE
small blue triangle faired king post
speed bar ex cond low hrs $1700 ph
Karen 052 831345

Trike Airborne Edge T2-2632 18 mths
old 120 hrs always hangared & in ex
cond $16500 rear wheel brakes &
other extras ph Russell 074 450084

Powered Canopy (trike) American
design single seater powered by 2
stroke twin engine canopy blue & white
new cost $14,000 sell $2,850 or will
take paraglider part exchange ph
94381230 or 015 559238

Combat II 152 int late model Combat
quick fittings has leading edge deflexors (Desire) ex handling in top glide
comfort grip base bar gd cond 079
793414

Xtralite 137 exp int 160hrs tatty in
places but lovely to fly white LE lilac
US no crashes gd performance delivery possible Vic or NSW 03 94295677
leave message Nick Dillane

Buzzard/Arrow II Tl-2037 Rotax 532
with approx 150 hrs 3 blade Ivo prop
pod soft sides & wheel spats hour
meter altimeter ASI (Hall only) Cylinder
head temp Felk trailer with wing carrier
all for $7,900 ph Nev Hoger 079
597105 AH

Mission 170 int fair cond hasn't been
flown since last Moyes' factory service.
Moyes pod, parachute & helmet included $1400 call Mike in Ballarat Victoria
053333957

Moyes GTR 210 int "A big mother
ship" for sale $800 ph 018 772887 Paul
Moyes Mission 170 int ex cond 20 hrs
flying since new $1500 also

Wayne Lee, launch director at the Canungra Classic
Photo Marie Jeffery

Get the
BEST
release available
WINGTECH r.l.ases com. compl.te with:
BRIDLES for aero and groud tow
QUICKLINKS for fast s.eure Ittatchment
TOW RINGS for smooth exits
CONES to slve w.. k-li.ks
INSTRUCTIONS with diagr.ms
All this in I sli", pack STORAGE
BAG th.t fits neatly in Iny hlrness.
Your r.lease will Ilwlfs he where yoa
n..4 it . with foar flying kit.

Trike wing 210
new leading edge
gd cond $1000
also
Rotax Bombardier
532 130 hrs plus
tow system $1500
ph 079 393645

H.G. Combo ... $80.00
H.G. Aero tow... $60.00
Paraglider... $60.00

Moyes wheels as
new $50 also
Pod harness
European med-sm
ec $400 ph Jason
Bruce 03 8504474

Availa.le from ...
Wingtech ....... ... . (049) 499 222
Airborne ......... ... (049) 499 199
Dynamic Flight.... (053) 492845
Eagle HGS ..... .... (057) 551724
South Coast HGS .(085) 563030
ACT Paragliding ... (06) 2823612

WINGTECH
Sa i l s f o r F l i g h t
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Pod harness &
parachute Ball
variometer wind
speed indicator
$800 or $1450 the
lot ph Peter Griffith
07 33695887 H 07
38350294 W

Victoria
GTR 162 int $400
ph Mike 052
554445

XS 155 intladv Nov
'89 king post hang
grey LE pink TS
purple US with
manual/maintenance log, batten
profile & spare
upright & base bar.
Reliable, robust,
fast glider. $1100
Steve AH 03

Skylink Hornet side by side 2 seater
reg . no. T2-2598 532 Rotax 64 hp 120
hrs IT full instruments 2A wing well
maintained $14000 ph Martin 03
98427098
Moyes GTR int v gd cond blue white &
yellow wing red prone hamess pilot not
flying any longer $600 ono ph 03 5316967 H, 03
6451444 W
Moyes pod harness vgc black with yellow stripe
with water bottle & tow loops v comfortable suit
5'6"-5'10" plus Bells helmet 57-58 cm $270 ph
Chris 03 7618190 or 018384910
Pegasus Quantum Q2 trike (T2-2772) 3 mths
old comes with full specs 582 electric start & pull
start altimeter airspeed VSI EGT water temp
also comes with training bars Comunica Gold
intercom & helmets & trailer 8 hrs flown 10 hrs
on motor with run-in Beautiful to fly only set up 3
times. Is new. $28000 GPS also available everything ready to fly and enjoy ph 03 97991416

ACT
Trike Skylink Hornet 2 seater 532 engine 145
hrs Ivo prop pod & UV protected wing covers full
instrumentation hangar available 20 mins from
Canberra $13500 reg T2-2557 ph Roy Ellis 062
302422 Bh 062 261441 Ah

Western Australia
Sting 166 novlint gc fluoro green LE pink &
black US faired uprights speed bar $1800 ph
Peter 09 3855367 09 2882733
GTR 162 int vg speed bar faired uprights gc
$1000 will trade for Mission 170 ph 09 5717745
after 6pm ask for John or 015777137
Aero 170 nov black LE with red grey & white US
new flying wires recently installed & new glider
bag glider in v gd cond $1400 ph Keith 09
3679066 B or 09 3673479 AH ~
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Moyes Accessories
of the highest quality materials for your safety and performance.
MOYES XTREME • Extremely comfortabLe
• Streamlined • SingLe main suspension • Low drag
• C urved aLuminium backpLate • Even support
• Suspension slider rod • Steel carabiner • Ves t styLe
front entry • Front or side mounted chute • Head up or
down adjustabLe limiting rope • 3 Large internaL storage
pockets • A djustable soft shoulder pads • Camera &
radio pocket • Leather reinforced boot skid • ExternaL
side storage pocket • RetractabLe open & closing zipper
pul1s • Continous webbing • Pocket for drinking system
• C ustom made • 13 co Lours •
MOYES FLEX • Comfortable • ALuminium
spreader bars for even sup/yon • Front entry ves t-s tyLe
• Easy rotation from prone to upright position • Loads of
storage • Camera & radio pocl<ets • ExternaLside storage
/)ocket • Continous webbing • Steel carabiner • Custom
made • 13 coLours •

PARACHUTES
• High Energy Sports Quantum Series - 3 sizes ,
330, 440 and 550 tandem

• High Energy Sports HES - 2 sizes, 20 gore
and 22 gore

• M etamorfosi - 1 size

HELMETS
• Moyes Paracond - 4 sizes S, M, L and XL
• Ibargoyen Moyes helmet
• Uvex Jurk - 6 sizes XS , S , M, L, XL and XXL
GLASSES
• Ol' Eagle Eyes - plain , single vision or bi-focal
WHEELS
• Hall Brothers Control Bar Protectors
to suit

T·SHIRTS
• M oyes T-Shirts - with short or long sleeves or

VARIOS
• FLytec 3 005 and 3 020
• FLytec 3 03 0 - incl ud ing PC software
• BaLL M19E
• Arai Designs FLight Tangent - with

collared in sizes 18 , 20 or 22

FLIGHT GEAR
• Moyes FLying Jacket - ava ilable as pu llover

new fin al glide ca lcu lator

AIRSPEED INDICATORS
• Hall Brothers Hang Gliding - 55 & 80 MPH
• HaLL Brothers Paragliding - 50 KPH
• JDCElectronic ASI Skywatch Wind
- ava ilable in MPH o r KPH ca librat ion for hang
gliding or paragli ding

OTHER
• Avocet Altimeter w atch
• Silva Compass 70U
• Garmin 45 GPS
• GME radios
• Eggler headsets
• FLytec M eteo Station Electronic Barometer
OTHER ACCESSORIES
• Moyes Hand and Map fairings

11/ s " basebar

CARABINERS
• Stubai Steel locking with 5000 kg breaking strain

•
•
•
•
•

o r zippered in sizes S , M o r L
M oyes Pacer FLying Suit - S, M or L
M oyes Racer FLying Suit - S, M or L
Moyes Hats - one size fits all
M oyes Speed Arms - sizes S, M or L

Moyes Embroidered Badge

DENNIS PAGEN
• Hang Gliding Training Manual
• Understanding the Sky
• Performance Flying
• Walking on A ir - Pa rag liding
PETER CHENEY
• Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots

• Moyes Windsocks - in 3 sizes
• Bailey/Moyes Tow release

• Camelbak Drinking System
• Hook knife

For further information please contact your local dealer or the Moyes factory.
MOY ES D E LTA G LIDER S Pty Ltd 173 Bro nte Road Wave rl ey N W 202 4 Austra lia Te l: 6 1 238 75 622 Fax: 61 238 744 72
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